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ZOOLOGY IN THE HE´NON FAMILY: TWIN BABIES AND MILNOR’S
SWALLOWS
by
Pierre Berger
En me´moire de Jean-Christophe.
Abstract. — We study Cd,r-He´non-like families (fa b)a b with two parameters (a, b) ∈ R2. We show the
existence of an open set of parameters (a, b) ∈ D, so that a renormalization chart conjugates an iterate
of fa b to a perturbation of (x, y) 7→ ((x2 + c1)2 + c2, 0). We prove that the map (a, b) ∈ D 7→ (c1, c2) is
a Cd-diffeomorphism ; as first numerically conjectured by Milnor in 1992.
Furthermore, we show the existence of an open set of parameters (a, b) so that fa b displays exactly
two different renormalized He´non-like maps whose basins union attracts Lebesgue a.e. point with boun-
ded forward orbit. A great freedom in the choice of the renormalized parameters enables us to deduce
in particular the existence of a (unperturbed) He´non map with exactly 2 attracting cycles (an answer
to a Question by Lyubich).
The proof is based on a generalization of puzzle pieces for He´non-like maps, and on a generalization
of both the affine-like formalism of Palis-Yoccoz and the cross map of Shilnikov. The distortion bounds
enable us to define (for the first time) Cr and Cd,r-renormalizations and multi-renormalizations with
bounds on all the derivatives.
Re´sume´. — Nous conside´rons des Cd,r-familles (fa b)a b d’applications d’allure He´non fa b a` deux
parame`tres (a, b) ∈ R2. Nous montrons l’existence d’un ouvert de parame`tres (a, b) ∈ D tel qu’une carte
de renormalisation conjugue un ite´re´ de fa b avec une perturbation de (x, y) 7→ ((x2 +c1)2 +c2, 0). Nous
montrons que l’application (a, b) 7→ (c1, c2) est un Cd-diffe´omorphisme ; cela prouve une conjecture
nume´rique de Milnor.
Aussi, nous montrons l’existence d’un ouvert de parame`tres (a, b) tel que fa b posse`de exactement
deux applications de He´non renormalise´es dont l’union des deux bassins attire presque tout point ayant
une orbite borne´e. Une grande liberte´ dans le choix des parame`tres des deux renormalisations nous
permet en particulier de montrer l’existence d’une application (non-perturbe´e) ayant exactement deux
cycles attractifs (une re´ponse a` une question de Lyubich).
La preuve est base´e en particulier sur une ge´ne´ralisation des pie`ces de puzzle pour les applications
d’allure He´non ainsi qu’une ge´ne´ralisation des repre´sentations d’allure affine de Palis-Yoccoz et des
applications croise´es de Shilnikov. Les bornes de distorsion obtenues nous permettent de de´finir (pour
la premie`re fois) des Cr et Cd,r-renormalisations et multi-renormalisations avec des bornes sur toutes
les de´rive´es.
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Jean-Christophe Yoccoz used to create and develop powerful analytical and topologically-
combinatorial tools to explore and then describe concrete dynamical systems in a very sharp way.
In this work in his memory, we will develop two paradigms of his approach.
The topological and combinatorial notion of puzzle pieces [BY14, Yoc97] and the affine-like
iterate [PY01, PY09] will be here generalized to a concept of piece (involving strips which are not
necessarily wide). In the He´non-like context, we will obtain a similar objects to those in [Ber11].
The distortion bounds of [PY01, PY09] on affine-like representations are extended to the Cd,r-
topology. We show that they are preserved for arbitrarily long (?)-product of hyperbolic pieces.
The affine-like representation was priory (and independently) studied by the Shilnikov school in
the Cr-topology [vSn67, GST93, GST08]. By merging these two viewpoints, we will obtain
both more precise and more general bounds. They will enable us to define He´non-like and a (new)
multi-renormalization (see Theorem C §3.1 and Theorem D §3.2) without loss of regularity. As a
matter of fact, for the first time in dimension 2, infinitely renormalizable maps can be defined in
the Cr-topology.
Such tools, applied to the He´non-like families, will enable us to solve a few problems (Theorems
A §1.4 and B §1.6).
1. Statement of Theorems A and B on He´non-like families
1.1. Topologies. — For r <∞, the space of Cr-maps g from Rn to Rm is endowed with the norm
‖g‖Cr = max0≤j≤r supx ‖Djg(x)‖. For d ≤ r, a family (ga)a is of class Cd,r if all the derivatives
∂iaD
jga(x) are well defined and continuous for i+ j ≤ r and i ≤ d, with D is differential w.r.t. the
variable x. The Cd,r-norm of (ga)a is max{supa,x ‖∂iaDjga(x)‖ : i+ j ≤ r, i ≤ d}.
If d = r, we will say that the family is of class Cr. Note that a family is of class Cr, if and only
if the map (a, x) 7→ ga(x) is of class Cr.
For r =∞, we endow the space of C∞-maps with the distance d(g, h) = ∑s≥0 min(‖g−h‖Cs , 2−s)
and similarly for the space of C∞-families of maps.
1.2. He´non-like family. — The main results are proved for 2-parameter families of He´non-like
diffeomorphisms. These families are generalizations of the He´non family (ha b)a b:
ha b : (x, y) ∈ R2 7→ (x2 + a− by, x) ∈ R2 .
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Definition 1.1 (He´non-like map). — A map f of a domain D ⊂ R2 into R2 is Cr-He´non-like
with parameter (a, b) ∈ R2 if it is a perturbation of ha b of the form.
(x, y) 7→ ha b(x, y) + (ζ, ξ)(x, by) ,
where ζ and ξ are Cr-functions from D into R. If the Cr norms of ζ and ξ are smaller than δ, then
f is δ-Cr-He´non-like.
Remark 1.2. — The determinant of the He´non-like map f is in [(1 − 3δ)b, (1 + 3δ)b]. Hence
the determinant is small whenever b is small. On the other hand, given a He´non-like map, the
parameter (a, b) is not uniquely defined.
Definition 1.3 (He´non-like family). — For any d ≤ r ≤ ∞, a δ-Cd,r-He´non-like family
(fa b)I×J (of multiplicity m = 1) consists of mappings of the form:
fa b(x, y) = (x
2 + a− by + ζa b(x, by), x+ ξa b(x, by)) ,
where (ζa b)I×J and (ξa b)I×J are Cd,r-families of mappings of norm at most δ. The domain I × J
of the parameters (a, b) is the product of two segments I and J .
For instance the original He´non family (ha b)a b is δ-C
d,r-He´non-like, for every δ > 0 and r ≥ 1.
Let us define the He´non-like families of higher multiplicities which appear at every 2 parameters,
non-degenerated unfolding of a homoclinic tangency (see Example 3.2). These families also ap-
pear as the renormalizations of He´non-like families of lower multiplicities (see in Theorem C §3.1,
Theorem D §3.2, and Examples 4.9 and 4.13).
Definition 1.4 (Wide He´non-like family of multiplicity m ≥ 1)
For any d ≤ r ≤ ∞, a δ-Cd,r-He´non-like family (fa bm)I×J of multiplicity m consists of
mappings of the form:
fa bm(x, y) = (x
2 + a− bmy + ζa b(x, bmy), x+ ξa b(x, bmy)) ,
where (ζa b)I×J and (ξa b)I×J are Cd,r-families of mappings of norms at most δ.
The family is stretched if the interval I contains [−2, 1/1/4]. The family is L-wide if it is stretched
and maxJ |b|m ≥ LminJ |b|m.
Sometime, we will denote the parameter (a, b) by p.
Thanks to the following proposition we will always assume ξa b = 0.
Proposition 1.5. — For every Cd,r-He´non-like family (fa bm)a b of multiplicity m ≥ 1, up to a
coordinate change, we may assume that ξa b = 0: fa bm(x, y) = (x
2 + a− bmy + ζa b(x, bmy), x).
Proof. — The implicit function theorem applied to (x, y, t) 7→ ξa b(x− t, y)− t gives the existence
of a Cd,r-small family of functions (ρa b)a b such that ξa b(x − ρa b(x, y), y) = ρa b(x, y). Then the
diffeomorphism (x, y) 7→ (x−ρa b(x, by), y) conjugates fa bm to a He´non-like map with the requested
form.
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1.3. Swallow-like family. — In [Mil92], Milnor studied the composition of two quadratic maps
Qa b = Qb ◦Qa with Qa(x) = x2 + a and Qb(x) = x2 + b. He observed that the following parameter
space looks like a swallow (see fig. 1):
S := {(a, b) ∈ R2 : Qna b(0) 6→ ∞ or Qnb a(0) 6→ ∞}
We can split S into two regions. The wings of the swallow is the set of parameters (a, b) so that
exactly one of the orbits (Qna b(0))n≥0 and (Q
n
b a(0))n≥0 is unbounded. The body of the swallow is
the set of parameters (a, b) so that both orbits (Qna b(0))n≥0 and (Q
n
b a(0))n≥0 are bounded.
Proposition 1.6. — The body of the swallow is bounded by the three analytic curves:
C1 = {(a, b) : Qa b(b) = −b and DQa b(b) < −1}, C2 = {(a, b) : Qb a(a) = −a and DQb a(a) < −1},
C3 = {(a, b) : ∃XQa b(X) = X , DQa b(X) = 1 and DQa(X) > 0} .
Figure 1. Two pictures of the Swallow parameter space S, with a the x-coordinate and
b the y-coordinate. At the Left is drawn the body of the swallow in black, the wings in
gray, the curve C1 in red, the curve C2 in green and the curve C3 in cyan. At the right, the
swallow is depicted in function of the values of 1N log |DQNba|(b) and 1N log |DQNa b|(b), with
N = 10 000. It is black if both are close to 0, red if one is negative, blue if one is positive.
Proof. — For every (a, b) in the swallow, the immediate basin of the infinity for Qa b is the com-
plement of a segment [−γ, γ]. The boundary {−γ, γ} of the immediate basin complement is sent
into itself by Qa b, and Qa b sends [b,+∞] into itself since it is Qb(R). Thus γ is a fixed point of
Qa b. Furthermore DγQa, b ≥ 1. Let γ¯ := Qa(γ). Note that DQa(γ) > 0.
Let (a, b) be in the body of the swallow. The image Qa([−γ, γ]) is [a, γ¯]. If a < −γ¯, then its
image by Qb(a) = Qa b(0) would be greater than γ and so 0 would be in the basin of the infinity.
Thus Qa([−γ, γ]) is included in [−γ¯, γ¯]. Similarly, Qb([−γ¯, γ¯]) is included in [−γ, γ]. These two
inclusions properties are also sufficient conditions for (a, b) to be in the body. They are robust
properties except when:
— b = −γ and so Qa b(b) = −b. Also DQa b(b) = −DQa b(γ) < −1. This condition defines C1.
— a = −γ¯ and so Qb a(a) = −a. Also DQb a(a) = −DQb a(γ¯) < −1. This condition defines C2.
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— γ is a parabolic fixed point, and so (a, b) ∈ C3.
Definition 1.7 (Swallow-like family). — A 2-parameter family (Sa b)(a,b) of planar mappings
is swallow-like if it is of the form:
Sa b : (x, y) 7→ ((x2 + b)2 + a, 0) + ςa b(x, y) .
It is δ-Cd,r-swallow-like if the family (ςa b)(a,b) is of class C
d,r and δ-Cd,r-small. It is R-wide, if
Sa b(x, y) is well defined for every (x, y, a, b) ∈ [−R,R]4.
Proposition 1.8. — Let I be a neighborhood of 0 ∈ R, let K > 0, let c := (a, a′) ∈ I2 7→
(bc, b
′
c) ∈ R2 be a Cd-small map. Let (ζc, ξc)c and (ζ ′c, ξ′c)c be Cd,r-small families. Put fc(x, y) =
(x2 + a− bc + ζc(x, bcy), x+ ξc(x, bcy)) and f ′c(x, y) = (x2 + a′ − b′c + ζ ′c(x, b′cy), x+ ξ′c(x, b′cy)).
Then the family (fc ◦ f ′c)c is Cd,r-conjugated to a Cd,r-swallow-like family. Moreover the latter
family is R-wide if I contains [−R,R].
Proof. — Let  > 0 be small but large compared to max(‖bc‖Cd , ‖b′c‖Cd). Let ψ : (x, y) 7→ (x,  · y).
Then we conclude by observing that (ψ◦fc◦ψ−1)I2 and (ψ◦f ′c◦ψ−1)I2 are Cd,r-close to respectively
((x, y) 7→ (x2 + a, 0))I2 and ((x, y) 7→ (x2 + a′, 0))I2 .
1.4. Embedding swallows into the He´non parameter space. — Based on numerical simu-
lations and bifurcation diagrams of El Hamouly-Mira [EM82], Milnor [Mil92] observed that the
Swallow parameter space seems embedded into the parameter space of the He´non family. In figure
2, we can see that indeed many swallows seem embedded into the He´non parameter space. Through
an intuitive explanation, Milnor conjectured that given a parameter in the embedded swallow, an
iterate of the dynamics of the He´non map would have locally and approximately the same dynamics
as the corresponding composed quadratic mapping. This is now established by the following:
Theorem A (First main result). — There exist L > 0, δ > 0, bˆ > 0 such that for every
0 ≤ d ≤ r−3 ≤ ∞ and δ∗ > 0, for every L-wide, δ-Cd,r-He´non-like family (fa b)I×J with J ⊂ [−bˆ, bˆ],
there exists n ≥ 1 and:
— a Cd-diffeomorphism P from (−R,R)2 onto an open subset of I × J ,
— a Cd,r-family (φc)c∈[−R,R]2 of diffeomorphisms φc from [−R,R]2 onto a domain Dc ⊂ R2,
satisfying that (Sc := φ
−1
c ◦ fnP (c) ◦ φc)c∈[−R,R]2 is δ∗-Cd,r-swallow-like and R-wide.
Actually the family (Sc)c is given by a composition of two He´non-like families satisfying the
hypotheses of Proposition 1.8. This theorem provides a new pattern (which is the Milnor Swal-
low) to describe the parameter space of a He´non-like family with 2-parameters. A previous way
was given by renormalization strips [DCLM05, Haz11] equal to the domains of a He´non-like
renormalizations that we shall develop in the next section.
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Figure 2. Parameter space of the He´non family (ha,b)a b at the left, and a zoom on the
green box subset at the right. Again, we put a at the x-coordinate, b at the y-coordinate,
and the color is yellow when the points 0 escapes to infinity. Otherwise, the color varies in
function of the value of 1N log ‖D0fN (0, 1)‖ for N = 10 000.
1.5. Renormalization. — A unimodal map is renormalizable if there exists an open interval I
sent into itself by an iterate PN of the dynamics such that PN |I is (conjugated to) a unimodal
map. This definition can be generalized to He´non-like maps.
Definition 1.9. — A pre-renormalization domain D of period N ≥ 2 of a He´non-like map f is an
open set D such that there exist a Cr-He´non-like mapRf and an embedding φ ∈ Cr(D∪fN (D),R2)
for which the following diagram commutes:
D
φ

fN // fN (D)
φ

R2 Rf
// R2
There are many domains which are not canonical, for instance any D such that fN (D) ∩D = ∅
is a (not so interesting) pre-renormalization domain. Let us define those which are canonical.
We observe that for any δ-Cr-He´non-like map fa b, if b and δ are small, with ψ(x, y) = (x,−by),
the map Fa b := ψ ◦ fa b ◦ ψ−1 is a Cr-perturbation of:
Qˆa : (x, y) 7→ (x2 + a+ y, 0).
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Suppose a < 1/4 so that Qa(x) := x
2 + a has two different hyperbolic fixed points α0 < β0. Note
that (β0, β0) is close to a fixed point β of fa b. Also (β0, 0) is a hyperbolic fixed point Qˆa, with the
following local stable manifold:
W sloc(β0, Qˆa) :=
{
(x, y) ∈ R× [−1,∞) : x2 + a+ y = β0
}
.
The curve W sloc(β0, Qˆa) intersects R × {0} at β0 and −β0. If δ is small compared to 1/4 − a,
then the fixed point persists (β0, 0) to the fixed point ψ(β) ≈ (β0(a), 0) of Fa b, and the curve
W sloc(β0, Qˆa) persists as a local stable manifold W
s
loc(ψ(β), Fa b) of ψ(β). We put W
s
loc(β, fa b) :=
Ψ−1(W sloc(ψ(β), Fa b)).
Definition 1.10 (Canonical domain YD). — For every C
1-δ-He´non-like map fa b with δ and
b small compared to 1/4− a > 0, the curve W sloc(β, fa b) and the two lines {y = ±1/(8b)} bound a
subset YD(fa b) ⊂ R2 which is diffeomorphic to the filed square [−1, 1]2.
If moreover a + β > 0 and moreover δ and b are small compared to β + a, the box YD is
sent into itself by fa. This condition is equivalent to a ∈ (−2, 1/4) and (b, δ) small compared to
max(a+ 2, 1/4− a).
Definition 1.11. — A canonical pre-renormalization domain Dcan of a He´non-like map f is a
pre-renormalization domain such that φ(Dcan) = YD(Rf).
A renormalization domain D is a canonical pre-renormalization domain such that
fN (D) ⊂ D ⇔ Rf(YD) ⊂ YD, with D = YD(Rf) .
In the parameter space of the He´non family (see figure 2), we see many blue strips (which go from
the upper left side, toward the lower right side and cross the line {b = 0}). These strips correspond
to parameters for which the He´non map is renormalizable and their renormalization displays a sink
(this will be a consequence of Theorem C, see also[DCLM05, Haz11]). When b = 0, the He´non
map ha 0 is semi-conjugated to a quadratic map Qa. For a in this strip, Qa displays a sink. Thus
these strips correspond to the hyperbolic continuation of a sink for a quadratic map. A quadratic
map displays at most one sink, but these strips may overlap at b 6= 0. Actually, by adapting
Newhouse proof [New74], it is easy to show [Rob83, BDS16] the existence of a locally Baire
generic set N of parameters (a, b) (with b arbitrarily small) for which the He´non map displays
infinitely many sinks. These proofs use the fact that infinitely many aforementioned strips overlap
at (a, b). Van Strien [vS10, Question 1.10] asked if this bifurcation analysis could explain any
co-existence of infinitely many sinks in the He´non family. In other words, if the co-existence of
infinitely many sinks only occurs when there is an infinite overlapping of strips which all intersect
{b = 0}). Theorem A gives a (sketchy) negative answer to his question. The wings of the swallow
are given by infinitely many strips shaped like parabolas. The above wing of the main swallow in
Figure 2 are formed by a union of parabolic strips which all intersect the line {b = 0}. On the other
hand the bottom wings are formed by a union of parabolic strips which are all disjoint to the line
{b = 0}. Then by implementing Newhouse argument to this setting, it is not hard to display of
parameter which is in infinitely many parabolic strips, all of them being disjoint from {b = 0}.
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1.6. Twin babies. — When Qa is a quadratic map with an attracting cycle, it is easy to show
that for b small enough, ha b displays a unique attractor. Other examples of He´non maps with
a unique attractor exists, such as the Benedicks-Carleson’s attractor [BC91, Ber11] and the
odometer of an infinitely renormalizable He´non-like map [DCLM05, Haz11]. We saw above that
some He´non maps display infinitely many attractors. A natural question is:
Question 1.12 (Lyubich). — Does there exist a parameter in the He´non family such that there
exists a finite number of attractors which is not 1?
We give an answer to Lyubich’s question. The following shows that there exist He´non maps with
exactly 2 sinks. Moreover, a He´non-like map can display two different renormalized He´non maps
(so called twin babies) which attract Lebesgue a.e. point which does not escape to infinity:
Theorem B (Second main result). — For every 0 ≤ d ≤ r − 3 ≤ ∞, there exist L > 0, δ > 0
and bˆ > 0, so that for every δ∗ > 0, for every L-wide, δ-Cd,r-He´non-like family (fp)p∈I×J , with
J ⊂ [−bˆ, bˆ], has the following property:
There exist a sub-domain D ⊂ I × J and diffeomorphisms P+ : D → R2 and P− : D → R2
such that for every p ∈ D, with p+ = P+(p) and p− = P−(p), the map fp has two canonical
prenormalization domains D+(p) and D−(p) associated to He´non-like maps R+fp+ and R−fp−
such that:
(1) The families (R+fp+)p+ and (R−fp−)p− are Cd,r-δ∗-He´non-like with higher multiplicities.
(2) The family (R+fp+)p+∈P+(D) is stretched.
(3) The set P−(D) is included in [−0.1, 0.1]× [−bˆ, bˆ]. In particular, for every p ∈ D, the set D−(p)
is always a renormalization domain which is included in the closure of the basin of a sink.
(4) For every p+ ∈ P+(D), if ap+ is in [−2 + δ∗, 1/4− δ∗], then D+(p) is a renormalization domain
and Lebesgue almost every point in R2 has its fp-forward orbit which escapes to infinity or
eventually lands into D+(p) or D−(p).
Remark 1.13. — We set up ap− nearby 0 to make the dynamics of R−fp− elementary: it has one
attracting fixed point which attracts almost every point which does not escape to infinity. However,
we could have chosen ap− nearby any other number in (−2, 1/4) and even at any one-codimensional
phenomena such as an infinitely renormalizable parameter or a parabolic attractor.
2. Concepts of pieces and affine-like representations
2.1. Yoccoz’ puzzle pieces. — Let a < 0. We recall that Qa(x) = x
2 + a. The polynomial Qa
displays two fixed points α = α(a) < 0 < β = β(a). We observe that α0 := −α belongs to (0, β).
Put Re := [−α0, α0].
Definition 2.1. — A piece is a pair b = (Rb, nb) of a (non-empty) segment Rb ⊂ R and an integer
nb ≥ 0 so that the restriction Qnba |Rb is a diffeomorphism into Re. A puzzle piece b is a piece such
that Qnba (Rb) = Re.
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For instance (Re, 0) is a puzzle piece. Let α1 be the preimage of α0 by Qa|R+, and let α2 be
the preimage of α1 by Qa|R+. We notice that w+ := ([α0, α1], 1) , w− := ([−α1,−α0], 1) and
w= := ([−α2,−α1], 2) are puzzle pieces.
Puzzle pieces enable to describe the combinatory of the quadratic map Qa and select the param-
eter a in function of this combinatory (as done in [Yoc97]).
By [Yoc97, Prop. 3.1. (2)] there exist unique parameters a2 < a1 so that Qa2(0) = a2 = −α2(a2)
and Qa1(0) = a1 = −α1(a1). Moreover, for a ∈ (a2, a1), the critical value a = Qa(0) is in the interior
of Rw= := [−α2,−α1].
Remark 2.2. — If a ∈ (a2, a1), the complement of the basin of the infinity is [−β, β]. Also every
point in (−β, β) is sent by an iterate of Qa into [a,Qa(a)]. The latter segment is in the interior of
Rw= ∪ Rw− ∪ Re ∪ Rw+ .
Let us assume that a < a1. Let −α˜2 < 0 < α˜2 be the two preimages of −α1 by Qa. We notice
that s+ := ([α˜2, α0], 2) and s− := ([−α0,−α˜2], 2) are two puzzle pieces with segments included in
Re.
When a ∈ [a2, a1), we put   = (R , n ), with R  = Re \ int(Rs− ∪Rs+) and n  = 3. We notice
that   is not a piece since Qa|R  is not injective.
Remark 2.3. — When a ∈ [a2, a1), Qa sends the segment R  into Rw= and the segments Rs−
and Rs+ into Rw− .
The ?-product is a binary operation on pieces which enables to construct new pieces.
Definition 2.4. — Let s and s′ be pieces such that Rs′ ⊂ Qnsa (Rs). Then the following is a piece:
s ? s′ := (Rs ∩Q−nsa (Rs′), ns + ns′) .
If moreover s′ is a puzzle piece, then s ? s′ is a puzzle piece.
Examples 2.5. — For instance w= ? s+ is a well defined puzzle piece whereas s+ ?w= is not well
defined (it is not even a piece).
Fact 2.6. — The ?-product is associative: if s, s′, s′′ are pieces such that (s?s′)?s′′ and s? (s′ ?s′′)
are well defined then:
(s ? s′) ? s′′ = s ? (s′ ? s′′) .
We will denote this product by s ? s′ ? s′′.
2.2. Boxes. — A box is a subset of R2 which is diffeomorphic to the filled square [−1, 1]2.
Let r ∈ [2,∞]. Let f be a δ-Cr-He´non-like map (of multiplicity 1) for a parameter (a, b) with
a ∈ (2, a1) and b small. We assume b small and a1 − a large compared to δ and b.
Let us define dynamically some boxes. Put Q = Qa and let h : (x, y) 7→ (Q(x), x). Let
K0 := {α0,−α0, α1,−α1, α˜2,−α˜2, β,−β}. The set K0 is invariant and uniformly hyperbolic for Q.
The product Lˆ := K0 × [−3, 3] is made by local stable manifolds of points in {(k, k) : k ∈ K0}, for
the dynamics h.
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For every k ∈ K0, we set Lˆk := {k} × [−3, 3]. As f is Cr-close to h, this continuous family of
local stable manifolds persists for f as a union:
L := ∪k∈K0Lk satisfying f(Lk) = LQ(k) ∀k ∈ K0 .
Furthermore, each Lk goes from the line {y = −3} to {y = 3} and passes nearby (k, 0).
Let Ye be the set bounded by L−α0 , Lα0 , and the two segments {y = ±3}. This set depends
continuously on f . The set Ye is a box.
Let ∂sYe := L−α0 ∪ Lα0 and let ∂uYe := Ye ∩ {|y| = 3}. We notice that ∂Ye = ∂uYe ∪ ∂sYe.
Likewise, for d ∈ {s−, s+,w−,w+,w=, } we define ∂sYd := ∪k∈∂RdLk and the two segments
∂uYd of {(x, y) : |y| = 3} joining the endpoints of these curves. Let Yd be the box bounded by
∂sYd ∪ ∂uYd. Figure 3 depicts the boxes Yd.
We note that f sends Ys± into Yw− and Yw= into Yw+ , and Yw± into Ye. This implies:
Fact 2.7. — Assume that a1 − a is positive and large compare to δ and b. For every d ∈
{s−, s+,w−,w+,w=}, the map fnd sends Yd into Ye and the two components of ∂sYd are sent
into different components of ∂sYe.
If moreover a > a2 and if δ and b are small compared to a−a2, the box Y  is sent by f into Yw=
and by f3 into Ye ; both components of ∂
sY  are sent by f3 into a same component of ∂sYe.
Corollary 2.8. — If a ∈ (a1, a2) and if δ and b are small compared to max(|a − a2|, |a − a1|),
then every point not-attracted by ∞ is sent by an iterate of f into Lβ ∪ Yw− ∪ Yw=.
Proof. — By Remark 2.2, every point not attracted by the infinity and not in ∪nf−n(Lβ) is sent
by an iterate of f into Ye∪Yw= ∪Yw− ∪Yw+ . By fact 2.7, one of its iterates is sent into Ye and then
into Yw− ∪ Yw= .
2.3. Pieces for surface diffeomorphisms. — Let us first state the general definitions of
horizontal-vertical cones and of tame box.
Given ch, cv > 0 so that ch · cv < 1, we define the horizontal cone Ch and the vertical cone Cv as:
Ch := {(ux, uy) : ‖uy‖ ≤ ch‖ux‖} and Cv := {(ux, uy) : ‖ux‖ ≤ cv‖uy‖} .
Definition 2.9. — A tame box Y is a box of the form
Y = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : ψ−(x) ≤ y ≤ ψ+(x) and φ−(y) ≤ x ≤ φ+(y)} ,
where φ−, φ+, ψ− and ψ+ are Cr-maps so that |∂tφ−| and |∂tφ+| are at most cv and |∂tψ−| and
|∂tψ+| are at most ch .
We put
∂uY = Y ∩ {(x, y) : y ∈ {ψ−(x), ψ+(x)}} and ∂sY = Y ∩ {(x, y) : x ∈ {φ−(y), φ+(y)}} .
Definition 2.10. — A piece d = (Yd, nd) is the data of a subset Yd ⊂ R2 sent onto Y d := fnd(Yd)
and such that:
— Yd and Y
d are tame boxes.
— The map fnd : Yd → Y d satisfies the following cone condition:
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Figure 3. The boxes Yd and their images for d ∈ {s−, s+,w−,w+,w=, }, for a ∈ (a2, a1).
(C) Dfnd(R2 \ Cv) ⊂ Ch ⇔ (Dfnd)−1(R2 \ Ch) ⊂ Cv .
Definition 2.11. — A piece d is hyperbolic if the following condition holds true with c :=
√
cvch.
(H) ∀z ∈ Yd, ∀(X1, Y1) = Dzfnd(X0, Y0), it holds |X0| ≤ c|X1| and |Y1| ≤ c|Y0| .
Let us now consider these definitions in the context of a Cr-δ-He´non-like map f with parameter
a < a1 and b small.
Let η ∈ (0, 12
√
a1 − a) and assume δ ≤ η/2, and |b| small compared to η.
Then we observe that Ys− and Ys+ are included in Hη := YD ∩ {(x, y) : |x| ≥ η, |y| ≤ 3}. We fix ch
and cv in function of η:
ch = 1/η and cv = 1/(2 · ch) = η/2 .
Definition 2.12. — A tame box Yd is a vertical strip if ∂
uYd ⊂ {y = ±3}.
A tame box Y d is a horizontal strip if ∂sY ⊂ ∂sYe.
Example 2.13. — For every d ∈ {s−, s+,w−,w+,w=, e}, the box Yd is a vertical strip.
We are now ready to define the puzzle pieces for the He´non-like map f with a < a1 and b small
as parameters.
Definition 2.14. — A piece d is a puzzle piece if Yd is a vertical strip and Y
d is a horizontal strip.
The fact that 0 < ch · cv < 1 ensures that Ch ∩ Cv = {0}. Hence, in particular Dfnd sends Ch
into Ch and Df
−nd sends Cv into Cv. This implies:
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Remark 2.15. — If Yd is a vertical strip, Yd′ is a tame box and nd is such that f
nd(∂sYd) ⊂ ∂sYd′
and fnd |Yd satisfies condition (C), then (Yd, nd) is a piece. If moreover d′ = e, then d = (Yd, nd) is
a puzzle piece.
Proposition 2.16. — For every symbol d ∈ {s−, s+,w−,w+,w=, e}, the associated pair d :=
(Yd, nd) is a puzzle piece.
Proof. — In Example 2.13, we already saw that Yd is a vertical strip. By Fact 2.7, f
nd(∂sYd) ⊂ ∂sYe.
By Remark 2.15, d is a puzzle piece if the cone condition (C) is satisfied. Hence, it suffices to prove
the cone condition. This is a consequence of the following Lemma, since f j(Yd) is at least 2η distant
to {x = 0} for every j ≤ nd:
Lemma 2.17. — When δ ≤ η and b is sufficiently small, for every (x, y) ∈ R2 such that |x| ≥ η,
the He´non-like map Dzf sends R2 \ Cv into Ch.
Proof. — Let (ux, uy) be such that ‖uy‖ ≤ 1/cv‖ux‖ = 2ch‖ux‖. Then for every z ∈ Yd, it holds:
∂xf(x, y) = (2x+ ∂xζ(x, by), 1) and ∂yf(x, y) = (−b+ b∂yζ(x, by), 0) .
Hence with (vx, vy) = Df(ux, uy), we have:
vx = (2x+ ∂xζ)ux + (−b+ b∂yζ)uy and vy = ux .
We recall that |x| ≥ η, and so:
|vx| ≥ (2η − δ)|ux| − |b|(1 + δ)|uy| ≥ (3η/2− 2|b|(1 + δ)/η)|ux| = (3η/2− 2|b|(1 + 1/η))|vy| .
As b is small compared to η, it comes |vx| ≥ η|vy| = (1/ch)|vy|.
We extend here the definition of the ?-product from quadratic maps to He´non-like maps:
Proposition 2.18 (Definition of the ?-product). — Let d := (Yd, nd) and d
′ := (Yd′ , nd′) be
pieces so that Y d included in Ye and such that Yd′ is a vertical strip being between the two components
of ∂sY d. Then with Yd?d′ := Yd ∩ f−nd(Yd′) and nd?d′ = nd + nd′, the pair d′ = (Yd?d′ , nd?d′) is a
piece. If moreover d′ is a puzzle piece, then d ? d′ is a puzzle piece.
Proof. — The cone property (C) for d ? d′ is a direct consequence of the cone properties of d and
d′. We observe that Y d∩Yd′ is a box bounded by two segments of ∂sY d and two segments of ∂uYd′ .
Hence Yd?d′ := f
−nd(Y d ∩ Yd′) is a box, with ∂uYd?d′ ⊂ ∂uYd, and ∂sYd?d′ = (fnd |Yd)−1(∂sYd′). As
Cv is sent by D(f
nd |Yd)−1 into Cv, it follows that Yd?d′ is a vertical strip. By Remark 2.15, Y d?d′
is a tame box. Moreover, we note that if d′ is a puzzle piece then ∂sY d?d′ ⊂ ∂sY d′ is included in
∂sYe and so d ? d
′ is a puzzle piece.
Definition 2.19. — Given a Cd,r-family of surface dynamics (fp)p, a persistent piece d is the
data for every p of a piece (Yd, nd) of fp, so that Yd is bounded by C
r-curves ∂sYd and ∂
uYd which
depend continuously of p.
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2.4. Affine-like representation of pieces. — The affine-like representation of Palis-Yoccoz
[PY09] applies to (general) Cr-diffeomorphisms of R2. Let us fix the cone condition constants
0 < ch · cv < 1 for this section.
Proposition 2.20. — Let d = (Yd, nd) be a piece for a surface diffeomorphism f . Then, there are
Cr-functions A and B satisfying for every (x0, y0) ∈ Yd and (x1, y1) ∈ Y d:
(A) fnd(x0, y0) = (x1, y1)⇔
{
x0 = A(x1, y0)
y1 = B(x1, y0)
Proof. — Let (x0, y0) ∈ Yd and (x1, y1) ∈ Y d. By the cone property, the image by fnd of {y =
y0} ∩ Yd is the graph of a function x 7→ B(x, y0) intersected with Y d. Likewise, the image by f−nd
of {x = x1} ∩ Y d is the transpose of the graph of a function y 7→ A(x1, y) intersected with Yd. We
notice that the functions (x1, y0) 7→ A(x1, y0) and (x1, y0) 7→ B(x1, y0) are of class Cr. Observe
also that by construction, the intersection point {(x1, B(x1, y0)} = GraphB(·, y0)∩{x = x1} is the
image by fnd of {(A(x1, y0), y0)} = tGraphA(x1, ·) ∩ {y = y0} iff fnd(x0, y0) = (x1, y1).
Definition 2.21. — The pair (A,B) is the affine-like representation of d.
An immediate consequence of the proof of Proposition 2.20 is the following:
Proposition 2.22. — Let (fp)p is a C
d,r-family of surface mappings, with d ≤ r. Given any
persistent piece d, the affine-like representations of d form a Cd,r-family (Ap, Bp)p.
The affine-like representation was previously studied by Shilnikov [vSn67] and its school (see
for instance [GST08]), and called the Shilnikov variable or cross map in the Cr-smooth case.
One of the interest of the affine-like representation is its times symmetry (times is reversed by
swapping the variables x and y). My main interest on this formalism are the very sharp distortion
estimates we will obtained on the iterations of f , especially for the renormalizations problems.
These bounds are obtained when we will look at the composition of hyperbolic pieces.
A valuable fact already known from Shilnikov’s work is that these variables give an effectively
verifiable criterion of hyperbolicity:
Lemma 2.23 (Lem. 3.2 [PY01]). — The piece d is hyperbolic iff:
|∂xA|
c
+
|∂yA|
cv
≤ 1 and |∂yB|
c
+
|∂xB|
cv
≤ 1 with c = √cvch .
Also the determinant is easily read in these variables:
Fact 2.24. — Under the hypothesis of Proposition 2.20, detD(x0,y0)f
nd = (∂yB/∂xA)(x1, y0).
Proof. — We compute the differential D(x0,y0)f
nd and then we deduce its determinant:
dx0 = ∂xAdx1 + ∂yAdy0 ⇒ dx1 = (∂xA)−1dx0 − (∂yA/∂xA)dy0
dy1 = ∂xBdx1 + ∂yBdy0 ⇒ dy1 = (∂xB/∂xA)dx0 + (∂yB − ∂xB∂yA/∂xA)dy0
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Let us now suppose that f = fp depends on a parameter p in an open subset of Rk, and that
(fp)p is a C
d,r-family of surface diffeomorphisms.
The following expressions of the distortion bounds of pieces generalize those of given in [PY09,
§3 and app. A] in the case d = 2 = r, to any d ≤ r <∞. Also a (new) special bound in the context
of He´non-like families is given (since these families are singular at b→ 0).
Definition 2.25 (Distortion bound Bd,r). — Let d be a persistent piece for a family of maps
(fp)p, and let (Ap, Bp)p be its affine-like representation. We define for 1 ≤ d ≤ r <∞:
Bd,r0 (d) := ‖(Ap, Bp)p‖Cd,r ,
Bd,r1 (d) := ‖(D log |∂xAp|, D log |∂yBp|)p‖Cd′,r−2 with d′ = min(d, r − 2).
In the latter definition D denotes the differential w.r.t. x and y. The last bound regards the
derivatives ∂kp :
Bd0(d) := 1nd max1≤k≤min(d,r−1)
∥∥∂kp log |∂xAp|, ∂kp log |∂yBp|∥∥C0 .
In the case where (fp)p is a He´non-like family (fa b)(a,b), we will see in section 2.6 that ∂p log |∂yBp|
is not bounded: an extra ∂p log b appears. That is why, for every He´non-like family of multiplicity
m ≥ 1, we will consider instead of Bd0 the following:
Bdm(d) :=
1
nd
max
1≤k≤min(d,r−1)
∥∥∥∂kp log |∂xAp|, ∂kp log |∂yBp/bmnd |∥∥∥
C0
, with p = (a, b) ∈ Rk−1 × R.
We denote by Bd,r(d) the maximum of Bd,r0 (d) and Bd,r1 (d).
The following improves several bound estimates from the Shilnikov school in the context of a
hyperbolic set of surface maps (compare for instance with [GST08, Lem. 7]). Up to my knowledge,
the bounds given by (Bd,r1 ) for i+ j+k = r−1 are new when r ≥ 3. This will be crucial to perform
Cd,r-He´non-like and Swallow-like renormalizations without losing derivatives. In the C2-topology,
the equivalent of the following proposition is [PY09, Prop. 16 P.60]. In the next subsection, we
will give technical consequences of the bounds Bd,r0 and Bd,r1 .
Proposition 2.26. — For every (cv, ch), 1 ≤ d ≤ r, for every K0 > 0, there exists K1 ≥ 1 such
that for every Cr-family of diffeomorphisms (fp)p of R2, for every m ≥ 1, for every sequence of
hyperbolic pieces (dj)1≤j≤N , with d := d1 ? d2 · · · ? dN , it holds:
— if Bd,r0 (dj) ≤ K0 for every j, then Bd,r0 (d) ≤ K1,
— if Bd,r0 (dj),Bd,r1 (dj) ≤ K0 for every j, then Bd,r1 (d) ≤ K1,
— if Bd,r0 (dj),Bd,r1 (dj),Bdm(dj) ≤ K0 for every j, then Bdm(d) ≤ K1.
The point of the above proposition is that K1 depends only on K0, d, r, cv and ch. Thus K1 does
not depend on N , nor on ‖(fp)p‖Cd,r nor on ‖(f−1p )p‖Cd,r . Before proving this proposition let us
simplify the set up.
Fact 2.27. — Up to the affine change of coordinates (X ′, ccv Y
′) = (X,Y ) with c =
√
chcv, we can
assume c = cv = ch < 1.
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Proof. — After the change of coordinates, we notice that condition (H) is still satisfied. Also we
recall that given Dfnd(X0, Y0) = (X1, Y1), the cone condition (C) is:
cv|Y0| < |X0| ⇒ |Y1| ≤ ch|X1| and ch|X1| ≤ |Y1| ⇒ |X0| ≤ cv|Y0| .
Hence
cv
c
cv
|Y ′0 | < |X ′0| ⇒ |Y ′1 | ≤ ch
cv
c
|X ′1| and ch|X ′1| ≤
c
cv
|Y ′1 | ⇒ |X ′0| ≤ cv
c
cv
|Y ′0 | .
And we conclude thanks to the equality cvch = c
2.
Hence we assume c = cv = ch < 1. This changes K0 by a function depending only on K0, cv, ch.
For every i, let us denote by (Ai p, Bi p) the affine-like representation of the piece di of fp.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.23 is:
(H ′) |∂xAi p|+ |∂yAi p| ≤ c < 1 and |∂yBi p|+ |∂xBi p| ≤ c < 1 .
For (x0, y0) ∈ Yd, we define inductively (xi, yi) by (xi+1, yi+1) = fndi+1p (xi, yi). By definition of
the affine-like representation, it holds:
(?)
{
xi = Ai p(xi+1, yi) ,
yi+1 = Bi p(xi+1, yi) .
The bound Bd,r0 on d is given by the following:
Lemma 2.28. — There is K ′0 > 0 depending only on K0 := maxi ‖(Ai p, Bi p)p‖Cd,r and there are
Cd,r-families of functions (Xi p, Yi p)p, with C
d,r-norms bounded by K ′0 and which satisfy:
(xi, yi) = (Xi p, Yi p)(xN , y0) .
Proof. — The system (?) invites us to consider the function:
Ψp : ((xN , y0), (xi, yi+1)0≤i≤N−1) 7→ ((xi, yi+1)− (Ai, Bi)(xi+1, yi))0≤i≤N−1
We endow (R2)N with the uniform norm:
‖(xi, yi+1)0≤i≤N−1‖ = max
0≤i≤N−1
(|xi|, |yi+1|)
Then the family of functions (Ψp)p is of class C
d,r with norm bounded in function of K0. Also, by
(H ′), its derivative w.r.t. (xi, yi+1)0≤i≤N−1 is equal to the identity plus a contraction (by a factor
c). Hence it is invertible, and the norm of its inverse is bounded independently of N . Then the
implicit function theorem concludes the proof.
To show the bounds on Bd,r1 and Bdm, we shall prove first:
Lemma 2.29. — Let K0 := maxi ‖(Aip, Bip)p‖Cd,r . For every σ ∈ (c, 1), there is C =
C(K0, c, σ) > 0 independent of N such that for every 0 ≤ i ≤ N , with D the differential w.r.t. xN
and y0, and with µ(i) := min(i,N − i), it holds:
‖(DXi p, DYi p)p‖Cd¯,r−1 ≤ C(c/σ)µ(i) with d¯ := min(r − 1, d).
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Proof. — Put X ′i p := Xi p/σ
µ(i) and Y ′i p := Yi p/σ
µ(i). We note that:{
X ′i p = σ
−µ(i)Ai p(σµ(i+1)X ′i+1 p, σ
µ(i)Y ′i p) = σ
−µ(i) ·Ai p(Xi+1 p, Yi p)
Y ′i+1 p = σ
−µ(i+1)Bi p(σµ(i+1)X ′i+1 p, σ
µ(i)Y ′i p) = σ
−µ(i+1) ·Bi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p)
With i = µ(i+ 1)− µ(i) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, it holds:{
DX ′i p = σ
i∂xAi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) ·DX ′i+1 p + ∂yAi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) ·DY ′i p
DY ′i+1 p = ∂xBi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) ·DX ′i+1 p + σ−i∂yBi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) ·DY ′i p
The above system invites us to consider the following operator of Cr−1-functions from the domain
of the implicit representation of d into (L2(R))N , with L2(R2) the space of linear maps of R2:
Φp :
(
LX i
LY i+1
)
0≤i≤N−1
7→
(
σi∂xAi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) · LX i+1 + ∂yAi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) · LY i
∂xBi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) · LX i+1 + σ−i∂yBi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) · LY i
)
0≤i≤N−1
,
with LXN := DX
′
N (xN , y0) = DXN (xN , y0) and LY 0 := DY
′
0(xN , y0) = DY0(xN , y0).
The family of functions (Φp)p is of class C
d¯,r−1 with bounded C d¯,r−1-norm by Lemma 2.28. Also
the differential of each Φp is (c/σ)-contracting. Thus by the implicit function theorem, the fixed
point (DX ′i p, DY
′
i+1 p)i is a function of (xn, y0) of class C
r−1. Moreover as (φp)p is of class C d¯,r−1,
each family (DX ′i p, DY
′
i+1 p)p is of class C
d¯,r−1 with uniformly bounded C d¯,r−1 norm.
Consequently, each (DXi p, DYi p)p is a C
d¯,r−1-σµ(i)-bounded family of functions of (xN , y0).
Proof of Proposition 2.26. — With the above notations, it holds:{
x0 = A0 p(A1 p(· · ·AN−1 p(xN , yN−1) · · · , y2), y1) = Ap(xN , y0) ,
yN = B0 p(x1, B1 p(x2, · · ·BN−1 p(xN , y0) · · · )) = Bp(xN , y0) .
Consequently: {
log ∂xNAp =
∑
log ∂xAi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) ,
log ∂y0Bp =
∑
log ∂yBi p(Xi+1 p, Yi p) .
By time-symmetry of Br1, we study only the bounds on A:
D log |∂xNAp| =
∑
D(log |∂xAi p|)(DXi+1 p, DYi+1 p) .
This sum is Cd
′,r−2-uniformly bounded since each if its terms is a product of a bounded term
with an exponentially small one. This proves the bound Bd,r1 .
To obtain the bound Bdm we observe that the following sum has its ith-term dominated by ndi :
∂p log |∂xNAp| =
∑
(D log |∂xAi p|)(∂pXi+1 p, ∂pYi p) + (∂p log |∂xAi p|)(Xi+1 p, Yi p) .
Although, we cannot use the time symmetry for the remaining bound on (Bp)p , the proof follows
from the same observation:
∂p log |∂y0Bp/bm·nd | =
∑
(D log |∂yBi p/bmndi |)(∂pXi+1 p, ∂pYi p) + (∂p log |∂yBi p/bmndi |)(Xi+1 p, Yi p).
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2.5. Useful consequences of the bounds Bd,r0 and Bd,r1 . — Let (fp)p be a Cd,r-family of
surface mappings with a piece d. Let p 7→ (x0(p), y0(p)) be a Cd-function with image in Yd(p), and
let (x1(p), y1(p)) ∈ Y d(p) be equal to fnd(z0(p)). We put z(p) := (x1(p), y0(p)). Let (Ap, Bp)p be
the affine-like representation of d. We put also:{
A˘p(x, y) = Ap(z(p) + (x, y))−Ap(z(p) + (0, y))
B˘p(x, y) = Bp(z(p) + (x, y))−Bp(z(p) + (x, 0))
σp := ∂xA˘p(0) = ∂xAp(z(p)) and λp := ∂yB˘p(0) = ∂yBp(z(p)) .
Lemma 2.30. — Let d ≤ r − 2and R > 0. If  > 0 is such that R · Bd,r1 (d)(1 + ‖p 7→ z(p)‖Cd)d
is small, then the functions:
ΠAp : (x, y) ∈ [−R,R]2 7→ A˘p( · x,  · y)
 · σp and ΠB p : (x, y, p) 7→
B˘p( · x,  · y)
 · λp
form families (ΠAp)p and (ΠAp)p which are C
d,r-close to respectively the first and the second
coordinate projections.
Proof. — By time symmetry, we just need to prove that (ΠAp)p is C
d,r-close to ((x, y) 7→ x)p.
First we observe that ΠAp(0, y) = 0 for every y and p. Hence we only need to show that (∂xΠAp)p
is Cd,r−1-close to ((x, y) 7→ 1)p. We note that ∂xΠAp(0) = 1 for every p. Thus:
∂xΠAp(z) = exp
(∫ 1
0
∂t(log |∂xΠAp|(tz))dt
)
= exp
(∫ 1
0
Dt·z(log |∂xΠAp|)(z)dt
)
.
Put z = (zx, zy). We conclude the proof by noting that (Dtz(log |∂xΠAp|)(z))p is equal to
(Dz(p)+tz log ∂xAp)(z) and so C
d,r−2-dominated by  · Bd,r1 (d)(1 + ‖p 7→ z(p)‖Cd)d · R which is
small.
A coarse consequence of B0,r1 is the following:
Lemma 2.31. — Let K := B0,r1 (d)(diam Yd + diam Y d)(1 + ‖p 7→ z(p)‖Cd)d.
Then for every p, the functions z 7→ log |∂xA˘pσp |(z) and z 7→ log |
∂yB˘p
λp
|(z) are Cr−1-dominated
by K. Also, for every (x, y), it holds |∂yA˘p(x, y)| ≤ K ′σp|x| and |∂xB˘p(x, y)| ≤ K ′λp|y|, with K ′
depending only on K.
Proof. — By time symmetry, we just need to prove the bound on A˘p. As ∂xA˘p is equal to the com-
position of ∂xAp with a translation by z(p), the C
r−1-norm of the derivatives of z 7→ log |∂xA˘p|(z)
are dominated by B0,r1 (d)(1 + ‖p 7→ z(p)‖Cd)d. Thus:
(1)
∥∥∥∥∥log
∣∣∣∣∣∂xA˘pσp
∣∣∣∣∣
∥∥∥∥∥
Cr−1
≤ K and
∥∥∥∂xA˘p∥∥∥
Cr−1
≤ K ′|σp|
(2) ∂yA˘p =
∫ 1
t=0
x · ∂x∂yA˘p(tx, y)dt⇒ ‖∂yA˘p‖Cr−1 ≤ K ′|σp| · |x| .
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Proposition 2.32. — Let d < r. Let d = d′ ?d′′ be a piece equal to the ?-product of two hyperbolic
pieces d′ and d′′. Let (Ap, Bp), (A′p, B′p) and (A′′p, B′′p ) be the affine-like representations of d, d′ and
d′′ respectively. For some fixed real numbers x2 and y0, let p 7→ (x0(p), x1(p), y1(p), y2(p)) be a Cd
function so that (x0(p), y0) ∈ Yd is sent by fndp to (x1(p), y1(p)) ∈ Y d
′ ∩ Yd′′ which is sent in turn
by f
nd′
p to (x2, y2(p)) ∈ Y d.
Then there exists K1 depending only on cv · ch, ‖(A′′p, B′p)p‖Cd,r−1 and Bd,r1 (d′) , and there exists
K2 depending only on cv · ch, ‖(A′′p, B′p)p‖Cd,r−1 and Bd,r1 (d′′) such that:
1. ‖(y 7→ Ap(x2, y)−A′p(x1(p), y))p‖Cd,r−1 ≤ K1‖(∂xA′p)p‖Cd,r−1 ,
2. ‖(x 7→ Bp(x, y0)−B′′p (x, y1(p)))p‖Cd,r−1 ≤ K2‖(∂yB′′p )p‖Cd,r−1.
Proof. — First we recall that the (transverse) intersection point (X1 p, Y1 p) of {(x,B′p(x, y)) : x}
with {(A′′p(x2, y), y) : y} is a Cd,r-family of functions of (x2, y). Moreover (y 7→ X1 p(x2, y))p has
its Cd,r−1-norm bounded by a function of the one of (A′′p, B′p)p and of cv · ch. Also Ap(x2, y) =
A′p(X1(x2, y), y). Consequently the first statement follows from the following equality:
Ap(x2, y) = A
′
p(x1(p), y) +
∫ X1 p(x2,y)
x1(p)
∂xA
′
p(s, y)ds .
The second statement is obtained by time-symmetry.
2.6. Affine-like representation around uniformly hyperbolic set of He´non-like maps.
— Among Cd,r-He´non-like families (fp)I×J , let us explain how the distortion bounds of persistent
“uniformly hyperbolic pieces” are independent of bˆ := maxJ |b| small and the multiplicity m of the
family. We recall that we defined for η > 0:
Hη := {(x, y) ∈ YD : |x| ≥ η and |y| ≤ 3} and ch = 1/η, cv = η/2 .
Let C ≥ 1 and κ < 1. We will assume below the following hyperbolicity condition:
(Hη) ‖Dzf jp (u)‖ ≥ C · κ−j · ‖u‖ , ∀u ∈ Ch , ∀z ∈
j−1⋂
k=0
f−kp (Hη) , ∀p ∈ I × J .
Proposition 2.33. — Let κ > 1 and C > 0. There exist b0 = b0(η) > 0 and K1 = K1(κ, η, C),
such that the following property holds true for every δ ≤ η/2 and for every δ-Cd,r-He´non-like family
(fp)I×J of multiplicity m satisfying (Hη) and J ⊂ [−b0, b0].
If a piece d satisfies fkp (Yd) ⊂ Hη for every k < nd, then the distortions Bd,r0 (d), Bd,r1 (d), Bdm(d)
are bounded by K1.
Proof. — We recall that by Lemma 2.17, if b0 is sufficiently small in function of η, then it holds:
(C′) ∀p ∈ I × J, ∀z ∈ Hη, Dfp(R2 \ Cv) ⊂ Ch .
Consequently the following is an immediate consequence of (Hη) and (C′):
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Fact 2.34. — Let d be a piece of order nd ≥ N0 := log(c/C)log κ . If fkp (Yd) ⊂ Hη for every k < nd,
then d is hyperbolic.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.26, Proposition 2.33 is a direct consequence of the next Lemma.
Lemma 2.35. — For b0 sufficiently small compared to η, there exists K0 depending only on η and
N0 so that every piece d of order ≤ N0 and such that fkp (Yd) ⊂ Hη for every k < N0, the distortions
Bd,r0 (d), Bd,r1 (d), Bdm(d) are bounded by K0.
Proof of Lemma 2.35. — We notice that the piece d is the ?-product of at most N0 pieces di of
order 1 satisfying Ydi ⊂ Hη. By the transversality given by the cone condition and since all the
sums in the proof of Proposition 2.26 are made by a number of terms bounded by N0, it suffices to
show that each piece di displays bounds Bd,r0 (di), Bd,r1 (di) and Bdm(di) depending only on η.
We observe that the affine-like representation of the piece di is the solution of:
(Ai p(x1, y0) = x0 and Bi p(x1, y0) = y1)⇔ (x1 = x20 + a+ ζp(x1, bmy0)− bmy0 and y1 = x0) ,
where fp(x, y) = (x
2 + a− bmy+ ζp(x, bmy), x) at the parameter p = (a, b). Note in particular that
Ai p = Bi p. Also Ai p(x1, y0) = Aˆi p(x1, b
my0) where Aˆi a is the one of the two implicit solutions of:
x1 = x
2
0 + a+ ζp(x0, y0)− y ⇔ ±Aˆi p(x1, y0) = x0 .
By definition of (Hη), the bounds Bd,r0 ,Bd,r1 and Bd2 of (Aˆi p, Aˆi p) depend only on η. As (Ai p, Bi p) is
the composition of (Aˆi p, Aˆi p) with a non-expending map (x, y) 7→ (x, bm · y), the Cr-norm Bd,r0 (di)
depends only on η. To obtain the bounds Bd,r1 (di) and Bdm, we compute:{
log |∂xAi p|(x, y) = log |∂xAˆi p(x, bmy)|
log |∂yBi p/bm|(x, y) = log |∂yAˆi p(x, bmy)|
Hence, for b0 = b0(η) sufficiently small, the bounds Bd,r1 and Bdm on di are given by the
Cmin(d,r−1),r−1-norm of x ∈ [−2, 2] ∩ Aˆ−1i p ([−2, 2] \ (−η, η)) 7→ (log |∂xAˆi p(x, 0)|, log |∂yAˆi p(x, 0)|)
which is bounded by a function of η independent of δ ≤ η/2 and p ∈ I × J .
The following will be useful:
Proposition 2.36. — Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.33, with (Ap, Bp)I×J the affine-
like representation of d, the families (∂yAa b)I×J and (∂yBa b)I×J are O(maxJ |b|m)-C d¯,r−1-small
whenever nd ≥ 1, with d¯ = min(d, r − 1).
Proof. — With the notations of the previous proof, for nd = 1, this proposition is a consequence of
the fact that Ai p(x, y) = Bi p(x, y) = Aˆi a(x, b
my). For nd > 1, with p = (a, b), the derivative ∂y0ψp
defined in Lemma 2.28 is dominated by bm. Thus the functions ∂yX1 p and ∂yYnd p in the statement
of Lemma 2.28 are Cd,r−1-bounded by maxJ |b|m. As Ap = X0 p and Bp = Ynd p, the proposition
follows.
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3. Renormalization Theorems C and D
3.1. He´non-like renormalization. — Let 0 ≤ d ≤ r − 3. Let m ≥ 1. Let (fp)I×J be a two-
parameters family of surface diffeomorphisms (not necessarily He´non-like). Let d be a piece with
affine-like representation (Ap, Bp)I×J . Let us denote the parameter p =: (a, b).
Let p 7→ c(p) be a Cd-function, and let us define z0(p) = (Ap(c, c), c)(p), z1(p) = (c,Bp(c, c))(p)
and:
Vp(y) := Ap(c(p), c(p) + y) and W
s
p := f
−nd
p ({x = c(p)} ∩ Y d) = {(Ap(c(p), y), y) : y} ,
Hp(x) := Bp(x+ c(p), c(p)) and W
u
p := f
nd
p ({y = c(p)} ∩ Yd) = {(x,Bp(x, c(p))) : x} .
Assume the existence of a Cd-function b ∈ J 7→ a(b) ∈ I so that with p(b) := (a(b), b) the
following properties hold:
(i) Restricted to a neighborhood of (x, y) ∈ {z0(p) : p} and p ∈ {p(b) : b} the family (fp)p is of
the form fp(x, y) = (gp(x, y), x).
(ii) For every b, the curve W up(b) is sent by fp(b) to a curve tangent to the curve W
s
p(b) at the point
fp(z1(p)) = fp(c(p), Hp(0)) = (Vp(0), c(p)). Moreover, for every p close to {p(b) : b}, x = 0 is
a critical point of the distance x 7→ ‖fp(c(p) + x,Hp(x))− (Vp(x), c(p) + x)‖. In other words:
(T ) gp(c(p) + x, y +Hp(x))− Vp(x) = µp + qpx2 − dp · y + rp(x, dp · y) ,
with dp := detDz1(p)f , p 7→ (µp, qp) a Cd-function and (rp)p a Cd,r-family of functions
satisfying:
0 = rp(0) = ∂yrp(0) = ∂xrp(0) = ∂
2
xrp(0), ∀p and µp(b)(0) = 0 , ∀b .
(iii) The tangency is quadratic and the unfolding of this tangency is non-degenerated:
(ND) ∃M ≥ 1 : ∀b ∈ J, at p = p(b) , qp 6= 0 and det∂p(µp, M
√
detDz0f
nd+1
p ) 6= 0.
Figure 4. Preliminary setting for a He´non-like renormalization
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After the coordinate change (x, y) 7→ (c(p) + x/qp, c(p) + y/qp), we shall assume that for every p:
qp = 1 and c(p) = 0 .
Here is the first renormalization Theorem, proved below after an example of applications of it.
Theorem C. — Assume that (i)− (ii)− (iii) hold true. Let σp := ∂xAp(0), λp := ∂yBp(0) and:
φp(X,Y ) 7→ (σpX,Hp(σpX) + σpλpY ) .
Then Fp := φ
−1
p ◦ fnd+1p ◦ φp is of the form:
Fp¯(X,Y ) = (X
2 + Y + a¯− b¯MY,X) + (Zp¯(X, b¯MY ),Ξp¯(X, b¯MY )) ,
with a¯ =
µp
σ2p
, b¯ := M
√
detDz0f
nd+1
p and p¯ := (a¯, b¯).
For every δ¯ > 0 and R > 0, with ∆p := [−R,R]× [−R/b¯M , R/b¯M ], the family (Fp¯)p¯ of He´non-like
maps Fp¯ restricted to ∆p ∩ F−1p (∆p) ∩ φ−1p (f−1p (Yd)) is δ¯-Cd,r-like with multiplicity M , if (σp)p is
sufficiently small in function of:
R, ‖p¯ 7→ p‖Cd , ‖(rp)p‖Cd,r and Bd,r1 (d) .
Remark 3.1. — A key novelty in this proposition is that there is no loose of regularity in the
He´non-like family which is obtained (we start from a Cd,r-family and we obtain a Cd,r-family). We
recall that by Proposition 1.5, an ultimate coordinate change makes Rξ = 0 and so this proposition
enables one to define infinitely renormalizable maps in the finitely and infinitely smooth settings.
Let us also notice that this proposition is valid when b¯ is not small, and even when b¯ is large.
Interesting works on renormalizations of He´non-like maps were done in [DCLM05] and then in
[Haz11]. The techniques were designed for holomorphic He´non-like maps with small determinant
and for renormalizations of bounded periods. They actually used the renormalization chart equal
to ψp(X,Y ) = (Ap(σpX,σpY ), σpY ). Then f
nd ◦ ψp(X,Y ) = (σpX,Bp(σpX,σpY )) which is close
to, but different to our chart. Then their renormalizations leave invariant the space of He´non-like
maps of the form fp(x, y) = (x
2− by+ ζ(x, 0) + byζ(x, y), x) which is larger than ours: they did not
ask ∂jyζ = O(bj). I do not know how to prove the main theorems A and B for such general form.
One of the problem is that for such a general form, there are no distortion bounds on (Bp)p.
The following example is a study of the renormalized dynamics nearby the unfolding of a homo-
clinic tangency with two parameters. As pointed by the latter remark, the form obtained is more
precise than the one of [TLY86, GST93, PT93]. Also, we are now able to give Cr-bound on the
renormalization of Cr dynamics, whereas these previous works gave no more than Cr−1-bound on
this renormalization.
Example 3.2. — Let 0 ≤ d ≤ r − 3 and consider a 2-parameters Cd,r-family (fp)p of surface
diffeomorphisms with a persistent saddle point (Sp)p. Assume that Sp displays a quadratic homo-
clinic tangency at the parameter p = p0 and at the point T0. Let b := detDSfp and let a be the
distance between the local stable and unstable manifold nearby T0. Assume that p 7→ (a, b) is a local
diffeomorphism nearby p = p0 (as it occurs typically). Then for any δ > 0, R ≥ 1 and any N ≥ 1
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large, a renormalization of (fp)p of period N +1 nearby the homoclinic tangency and the parameter
p = 0 is a R-wide, δ − Cd,r-He´non-like family of multiplicity N + 1.
Proof. — Let us apply Theorem C. Thanks to the local diffeomorphism p 7→ (a, b), we assume
p = (a, b) nearby p0. For every p, we chose the coordinates so that Sp = 0 , a local stable manifold
of Sp is W
s
loc(Sp) := {0} × (−1, 1), a local unstable manifold of Sp is W uloc(Sp) = (−1, 1)× {0} and
T0 = (c0, 0) is sent by fp0 to (0, c0) with c0 ∈ (−1, 1). We can keep these properties and handle a
deformation of the coordinate chart around T0 so that at its neighborhood, the map fp(x, y) is of
the form (x, y) 7→ (gp(x, y), x). Consequently hypothesis (i) is satisfied.
By the inclination lemma, when N is large, the image by f−Np of a small segment of the vertical
line {x = c0} containing T0 is a curve Vp which is Cr-close toW sloc(Sp) and the image by fNp of a small
segment of {y = c0} containing f(T0) is a curve Hp which is Cr-close to W uloc(Sp). Let us prove that
the families (Vp)p and (Hp)p are Cd,r-close to (W sloc(Sp))p and (W uloc(Sp))p. Consider a tame box
Yd ⊃W sloc(Sp) sent by fNp to a tame box Y d ⊃W uloc(Sp). We observe that d = (Yd, N) is a hyperbolic
puzzle piece, and it is equal to the ?-product of N -hyperbolic pieces of order 1 (for an adapted
metric independent of N). Then by Proposition 2.26, the affine-like representation (Ap, Bp)p of
d is Cd,r-bounded independently of N and its derivatives are small. As it satisfies Ap(0, ·) = 0
and Bp(·, 0) = 0, the family (Ap, Bp)p is Cd,r-small. Consequently (Hp)p = (GraphBp(·, c0))p is
Cd,r-close to (W uloc(Sp))p and (Vp)p = (
tGraphAp(c0, ·))p is Cd,r-close to (W sloc(Sp))p.
As the tangency is quadratic at p = p0, for every p close to p0, there exists a unique point z0(p)
in Vp close to (0, c0), whose image is at a minimal distance to fp(Vp). As d < r, we observe that
p 7→ z0(p) is of class Cd and Cd-bounded independently of N . Let c(p) be the second coordinate of
z0(p). Note also that σp := ∂xAp(cp, 0) is C
d-small, because all the derivatives of (Ap)p are small.
Let (Hp)p and (Vp)p be the family of functions so that Vp := {(Vp(c(p) + y), y) : y ∈ (−1, 2)} and
Hp := {(x,Hp(c(p) + x) : x ∈ (−1, 2)}. Both are Cd,r-small, and so with gp the first coordinate of
fp, the family of maps ((x, y) 7→ gp(c(p)+x, y+Hp(x))−Vp(x))p satisfies condition (T ) with p 7→ µp
close to p 7→ a, a curve of parameters {p(b) = (a(b), b) : b} close to {(0, b) : b}, (log |dp|, log |qp|)p
Cd-bounded, and (rp)p C
d,r-bounded when N is large and p close to p0. Also the maps (p 7→
f ip(z0(p)))0≤i≤N are Cd-bounded and most of them are Cd- small by Lemma 2.29. Consequently,
p 7→ N+1
√
|detDz0fN+1p | is Cd-close to p 7→ |b|. Therefore condition (ND) is also satisfied. Hence
we can apply Theorem C with M = N + 1.
Proof of Theorem C. — By assumption, p¯ 7→ p is Cd-bounded, so it suffices to define (Zp,Ξp)p and
show that this family is Cd,r-small when (σp)p is small.
To make the notations lighter, we omit to display the parameter p in the indexes of the following
computations. Let (x0, y0) = f ◦ φ(X,Y ) be sent by fnd to (x1, y1) = φ(X1, Y1). Observe that:
(3) x0 = g(σX,H(σX) + σλY ) , y0 = σX , x1 = σX1 and y1 = H(σX1) + σλY1 .
By (T ):
(4) g ◦ φ(X,Y ) = V (σX) + µ+ σ2X2 − d · σλY + r(σX, d · σλY ) .
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As φ(X,Y ) is sent by fnd+1 to φ(X1, Y1), the point (x0, y0) is sent by f
nd to (x1, y1). Hence
with A˘(x1, y0) := A(x1, y0)− V (y0) and B˘(x1, y0) := B(x1, y0)−H(x1) it holds:
(5) x0 = A˘(x1, y0) + V (y0) and y1 = B˘(x1, y0) +H(x1) .
By (3,4,5), it comes:
(6)
{
A˘(σX1, σX) = A˘(x1, y0) = µ+ σ
2X2 − d · σλY + r(σX, d · σλY )
B˘(σX1, σX) = B˘(x1, y0) = σλY1
We recall that by Fact 2.24, detDz0f
nd = λ/σ and so d · λ/σ = detDz0fnd+1 = b¯M . We put
ΠA(X1, X) := A˘(σX1, σX)/σ
2 and ΠB(X1, X) := B˘(σX1, σX)/(σλ). Then the system is:{
ΠA(X1, X) = a¯+X
2 − b¯MY + σ−2r(σX, σ2b¯MY )
Y1 = ΠB(X1, X)
We assume that (X,Y ) and (X1, Y1) are in ∆ and so (X,X1) are in [−R,R]2. By Lemma
2.30, the family of functions (ΠA,ΠB)p is C
d,r-close to the family constantly equal to the identity.
Let ρp(x, y) := σ
−2
p rp(σpx, σ
2
py). We notice that (∂
i
x∂
j
y∂kpρp)p is C
0-dominated by σ for every
i + j + k ≤ r, k ≤ d and i + 2j ≥ 3. As ρp(0) = ∂yρp(0) = ∂xρp(0) = ∂2xρp(0) = 0 for every p, the
family (ρp|[−R,R]2)p is Cd,r-small when σ is small.
By the implicit function theorem, X1 is a bounded function of (X,Y ) and so there is a C
r-δ¯-small
family of functions (Zp)p satisfying Zp(X, b¯
MY ) = X1 −ΠA(X1, X) + ρp(X, b¯MY ). Thus:
X1 =: X
2 + a¯− b¯MY + Zp(X, b¯MY ) .
By injecting the latter expression of X1 into Y1 = ΠB(X1, X), it comes that Y1 = X+Ξp(X, b¯
MY ),
for a family (Ξp)p which is C
d,r-small.
3.2. Multi-Renormalization. — Let (fp)p be a N -parameters C
d,r-family of surface diffeomor-
phisms, with d ≤ r − 3. Let (di)i∈Z/NZ be pieces with affine-like representations (Ai p, Bi p)p, and
assume that each of their domains of definition contains 0. Put ni := ndi . Let us define:
Vi p(y) := Ai p(0, y) and W
s
i p := f
−ni
p ({x = 0} ∩ Y di) = {(Ai p(0, y), y) : y} .
Hi p(x) := Hi p(x, 0) and W
u
i p := f
ni
p ({y = 0} ∩ Ydi) = {(x,Bi p(x, 0)) : x} .
Note that zi(p) := (0, Hi p(0)) belongs to W
u
i p ⊂ Y di . Let us assume the following properties:
(i) There are neighborhoods Ui of zi(p) so that the restriction fp|∪iUi is of the form fp : (x, y) ∈
∪iUi 7→ (gp(x, y), x), for every p.
(ii) There exists a parameter p = p0 so that the curve W
u
i p is sent by fp to a curve tangent to
W si+1 p at the point fp(zi(p)) = (Vi+1 p(0), 0), and the curve W
′u
p is sent by fp tangent to W
s
p
at the point fp(z
′
i(p)) = (Vi+1 p(0), 0).
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Figure 5. Preliminary setting for a multi-renormalization with N = 2.
(iii) The tangencies are quadratic. In other words, it holds:
(T) gp(x, y +Hi p(x))− Vi+1 p(x) = qi p · x2 + µi p − di p · y + ri p(x, di p · y) ,
with qi p 6= 0, di p := detDzi(p)fp and the family (ri p)p of class Cd,r which satisfies for all p:
0 = ri p(0) = ∂yri p(0) = ∂xri p(0) = ∂
2
xri p(0) .
After a local coordinate change we shall assume that qi p = 1 for all p and i. For every i, put:
σi p := ∂xAi p(0) , λi p := ∂yBi p(0) , γi p := sign(σi) · σ1/2i+1 p · σ1/2
2
i+2 p · · ·σ1/2
j
i+j p · · · .
We observe that (γi p)i p are well defined, of class C
d, and satisfies γ2i p = γi+1 p · σi+1 p.
Theorem D (Third main result). — Assume that (i− ii− iii) hold true. Put:
φi p(X,Y ) = (γi pX,Hi p(γpX) + γi+1 pλi pY ) .
The map Rifp = (φi+1 p)−1 ◦ fni+1+1p ◦ φi p is He´non-like and of the form:
Rifp(X,Y ) = (X2 + a¯i − b¯iY,X) + (Zi p,Ξi p)(X, b¯iY ) ,
with (a¯i, b¯i) :=
(
µp
γ2i p
,
γi−1 p · σi p
γi+1 p · σi+1 p · detDf−nip (zi(p))f
ni+1
p
)
Moreover, for every R > 0, with ∆i p := [−R,R] × [−R/bi, R/bi], the map Rifp restricted to
∆i p ∩ φ−1i p (f−1p (Ydi+1)) ∩ Rif−1p (∆i+1 p), the families (Zp,Ξp)p are Cd,r-small if (γi p)i p is Cd-small
w.r.t.:
R, ‖(ri p)i p‖Cd,r and (Bd,r1 (di))i .
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A related result to Theorem D in the context chain of flat heteroclinic tangencies is given in
[Tur15], see also [BT17, §6]. In the conservative context and for N = 2, [DGS+13, Formula
(2.3)] shows that a composition of two He´non-like maps appears as a renormalized dynamics
nearby a chain of two heteroclinic tangencies. Given a Cr-dynamics, they gave Cr−1-bound on
the renormalization, Theorem D and Proposition 2.26 improve these bounds to the Cr-topology.
Theorem D implies Theorem C. Before proving it, let us first state an immediate consequence
of it with Proposition 1.8; this will be useful for the proof of Theorem A.
Corollary 3.3. — Under the hypotheses of Theorem D with N = 2, for every δ > 0, if moreover
the two following conditions hold true:
— the map p 7→ (a0, a1) is a diffeomorphism onto [−R,R]2 with inverse Cd-close to a constant,
— the families (b0 p)p and (b1 p)p are C
d-small,
then (φ−10 p ◦ fn0+n1+2 ◦ φ0 p)(a0,a1)∈[−R,R]2 is conjugated to a δ-Cd,r-swallow-like family.
The Milnor swallows appear in many parameter space pictures of surface diffeomorphisms. To
explain this, the reader might (1) show a positive solution to the following problem:
Problem 3.4. — Let f0 be a C
r-surface diffeomorphism which is area contracting and which
displays a hyperbolic set with a robust homoclinic tangencies, with r ≥ 3. Show that for every d ≤
r− 3, for an open and dense set of 2-parameters Cd,r-families (fp)p containing f0, the conclusions
of Theorem A holds true for (fp)p.
Proof of Theorem D. — The proof is similar to the one of Theorem C, §3.1. We fix the parameter
p and remove its writing as index in the computations below. Let (x0, y0) = f ◦ φi(X,Y ) be sent
by fni+1 to (x1, y1) = φi+1(X1, Y1). Observe that:
(7) x0 = g(γiX,Hi(γiX)+γi−1λiY ) , y0 = γiX , x1 = γi+1X1 and y1 = Hi+1(x1)+γiλi+1Y1 .
By (T), we have:
(8) x0 = Vi+1(γiX) + γ
2
i ·X2 + µi − di · γi−1λi · Y + r(γiX, di · γi−1λiY )
As (x0, y0) is sent by f
ni+1 to (x1, y1), with A˘i+1(x1, y0) = Ai+1(x1, y0)−Vi+1(y0) and B˘i+1(x1, y0) =
Bi+1(x1, y0)−Hi+1(x1), it holds:
(9) x0 = A˘i+1(x1, y0) + Vi+1(y0) and y1 = B˘i+1(x1, y0) +Hi+1(x1) .
Then (7-8-9) and detD
f
−ni
p (zi(p))
fni+1p = diλi/σi imply: γ
2
i ·X2 + µi − detDf−nip (zi(p))f
ni+1
p σiγi−1 · Y + r(γiX, diγi−1λiY ) = A˘i+1(γi+1X1, γiX)
γiλi+1Y1 = B˘i+1(γi+1X1, γiX)
We divide the upper equation by γ2i = γi+1σi+1 and the lower equation by γiλi+1 to obtain:
(10)
{
(σi+1γi+1)
−1A˘i+1(γi+1X1, γiX) = ai +X2 − bi · Y + (γi)−2r(γiX, biγ2i Y )
Y1 = (γiλi+1)
−1B˘i+1(γi+1X1, γiX)
1. Hint: proceed as in Example 3.2 with some tools of the forthcoming proof of Theorem A.
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By Lemma 2.30, the maps (σi+1γi+1)
−1A˘i+1(γi+1X1, γiX) and (γiλi+1)−1B˘i+1(γi+1X1, γiX)
form a family Cd,r-close to the identity. Thus, by the implicit function theorem, (X1, Y1) =
Rif(X,Y ). Then we conclude as in the proof of Theorem C to show the existence of Cd,r-small
families (Zi p,Ξi p)p so that Rifp(X,Y ) = (X2 + ai − biY + Zi p(X, biY ), X + Ξi p(X, biY )).
Remark 3.5. — Note that instead of assuming i ∈ Z/NZ in the statement of Theorem D, we
can assume i ∈ N, as far as (γi p)i p is a well defined sequence of Cd-functions (and Cd-small by
assumption of the Theorem). This may allow one to construct pathological wandering domains for
some surface dynamics.
Remark 3.6. — We notice that if we apply the theorem for an area conservative map with N = 2,
|γ0| 6= |γ1|, then the multi-renormalization is the composition of an area expanding He´non-like map
with an area contracting He´non-like map.
4. Proof of Theorems A and B
Both theorems will be proved for He´non-like maps with parameter a close to a2. We recall that
a2 was defined in §2.1 as satisfying a2 = −α2(a2), and so Q4a2(0) equal to the fixed point α.
4.1. Preliminary bounds for He´non-like maps with parameter a nearby a2. — We recall:
Proposition 4.1 (Prop. 3.1 [Yoc97]). — For every a ≤ a1, the preimage α2(a) of −α(a) by
Q2a satisfies ∂aα2(a) ∈ [−1/2,−1/3] .
4.1.1. The one-dimensional picture. — In §2.1, for a < a1, we defined the pieces {s+, s−,w+,w−,w=}
of Qa, for every a < a1. We recall that a2 < a1. Let us define the following sequence of pieces:
c0 := w=, c1 := w= ? s+, cm+1 := cm ? s− = w= ? s+ ? s
?(m−1)
− ∀m ≥ 1 .
We notice that cm is a puzzle piece and that the left hand side endpoint of Rcm is equal to −α2 for
every m ≥ 0.
Let α3 be the preimage of α2 by Qa|R+, and let w≡ := ([−α3,−α2], 3). It is a puzzle piece. Also
c¯m := w≡ ? s
?(m)
− is a puzzle piece and the right hand side endpoint of Rc¯m is equal to −α2 for every
m ≥ 0. Furthermore:
{−α2} =
⋂
m≥0
Rcm ∪ Rc¯m and ∀i ≥ 0, d(α2,Rcm \ Rcm+1) = LebRcm+1 > 0
In this one dimensional context, for every m ≥ 0, the symbols (cm − cm+1) and (cm − cm+1)
denote the pairs (R(cm−cm+1), n(cm−cm+1)) and (R(cm−cm+1), n(cm−cm+1)) defined by:{
R(cm−cm+1) = (Qa|R−)−1cl(Rcm \ Rcm+1) and R(cm−cm+1) = (Qa|R+)−1cl(Rcm \ Rcm+1) ,
n(cm−cm+1) = 1 + ncm = 3 + 2m = n(cm−cm+1) .
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For every j ≥ 0, let Ij be the interval of parameters a < a1 which belong to Rcj+2 ∪ Rc¯j+2 . We
observe that every pair in the following set is a piece:
Aj := {s−, s+} ∪
⋃
m≤j
{(cm − cm+1), (cm − cm+1)} .
As a ∈ Rcj+2 ∪ Rc¯j+2 , for every d ∈ Aj , the distance from the segment Rd to 0 is at least:
ηj :=
1
2
min
a∈Ij
√
Leb(Rcj+1 \ Rcj+2) > 0 .
We observe that: ⋃
w∈{w−,w+,w=}
Rw ∪
⋃
d∈Aj
Rd ⊂ R \ (−2 · ηj , 2 · ηj) .
Lemma 4.2. — There exists κ < 1, so that for every j ≥ 1 large, there exists C > 0 satisfying
for every a ∈ Ij and n ≥ 0:
(11) ‖DzQna‖ ≥ C · κ−n, ∀z ∈ ∩nj=0Q−ja (R \ (−2 · ηj , 2 · ηj)) .
Moreover, when j is large, for any q ∈ {(cj − cj+1), (cj − cj+1)}, log ηj‖DzQnqa |Rq‖ is bounded.
Also it holds log(ηj mina∈IJ ,x∈Rq |x|) = O(1) and log(ηj maxa∈IJ ,x∈Rq |x|) = O(1) when j →∞.
Proof. — Let us recall that by a famous result of Man˜e´, for every j0 ≥ 0, there exist κ0 < 1 and
C0 > 0 so that
‖DzQna2‖ ≥ C0 · κ−n0 , x ∈ ∪nj=0Q−ja2 (R \ (−
√
LebRcj0 ,
√
LebRcj0 ))
Hence to prove the first statement of the Lemma, it suffices to show the existence of κ ∈ (κ0, 1) so
that for every q ∈ Aj \ Aj0 , for every x ∈ Rq, it holds |DQnqa (x)| > κ−nq .
We are going to show more than this. We shall prove that log |DQnqa (x)| ∼ (nq/2) log(−2α) ∼
log maxRq |x| ; this will also implies the second statement of the lemma.
In order to do so, we apply Sternberg Linearization theorem at the fixed point α of Qa. It
implies that the length of Rck+1 is of the order of (−2α)−nck ; also |DQ
nck
a ||Rck is of the order of
(−2α)−nck . Thus, when j0 is large, for every q ∈ {(ck− ck+1), (ck− ck+1)} with j0 ≤ k ≤ j, the
distance from 0 to any point of Rq is of the order of (−2α)−nck/2, and so ‖DQnqa |Rq‖ is of the order
of (−2α)−nck/2.
4.1.2. The bounds for pieces of He´non-like maps. — We continue with the interval I0 defined in
the latter section. We recall that if δ and bˆ = maxJ |b| are sufficiently small, for every δ-Cd,r-
He´non-like family (fp)I0×J , every symbol d in the set {s−, s+,w−,w+,w=} defines a puzzle piece
by Proposition 2.16 for any cone constants ch = 1/η, cv = η/2 and η ∈ (0, 12 minI0
√
a1 − a).
The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.35.
Fact 4.3. — There exist K0 > 0, δ0 > 0 and b0 > 0 such that for every m ≥ 1, for every δ0-Cd,r-
He´non-like family (fp)I0×J of multiplicity m and with J ⊂ [−b0, b0], the affine-like representation
of any d ∈ {s−, s+,w−,w+,w=} satisfies that Bd,r0 (d), Bd,r1 (d) and Bdm(d) are at most K0.
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A similar bound exists on the ?-product of the above pieces:
Proposition 4.4. — There exists Kˆ0 > 0 such that under the hypotheses of Fact 4.3, for every
c ∈ R , it holds:
(1) For every d ∈ {s−, s+,w−,w+,w=}, the vertical line {x = c} intersects Y d at a segment of
length in [Kˆ−10 · |b|m·nd , Kˆ0 · |b|m·nd ]. The length of the bounded component of {x = c}∩(Y w=∪
Y w−) is in (Kˆ−10 , Kˆ0).
And for all j ≥ 0, (di)i ∈ {s−, s+}j and w ∈ {w−,w+,w=} and d ∈ {d1 ? · · · ? dm,w ? d1 ? · · · ? dm}:
(2) The piece d satisfies that Bd,r0 (d), Bd,r1 (d) and Bdm(d) are at most Kˆ0.
Proof. — The first bound of (1) is a direct consequence of the Bd,r1 -bounds given by Fact 4.3.
The horizontal distance between the vertical strips Yw− and Yw+ is close to 2α1 > 1. Then we
that fp maps a vertical segment to a horizontal segment. Thus the vertical distance between Y
w−
and Y w+ ⊃ Y w= is in (Kˆ−10 , Kˆ0) for some uniform Kˆ0. This proves the second part of (1).
Assertion (2) is a direct consequence of Propositions 2.26 and Fact 4.3.
Let j ≥ 1 be large, and let bj , δj > 0 be small in function of j. Let f = fa b be a δj-Cr-He´non-like
map so that a ∈ Ij and |b| ≤ bj . We now fix η (defining the cone constants) as equal to ηj (which
was defined for Lemma 4.2).
By Propositions 2.16 and 2.18, a puzzle piece (Yck , nck) is canonically associated to the symbol
ck := w= ? s+ ? s
?(k−1)
− , for every k ≥ 1. In particular cl(Ycm \ Ycm+1) is a vertical strip. Also for
every k < j, and for bj and δj small enough, its preimage by f intersects R× [−3, 3] at two vertical
boxes Y(ck−ck+1) and Y(ck−ck+1). These boxes are close to respectively R(ck−ck+1) × [−3, 3] and
R(ck−ck+1) × [−3, 3].
Fact 4.5. — Let d be of the form d = (ck − ck+1) or d = (ck − ck+1) for k < j. Then (Yd, nd)
is a piece also denoted by d. Furthermore, Yd is included in Y  and the set ∂sY d displays one
component in Ys− and one component in Ys+.
Proof. — We already saw that Yd is a vertical strip. Also ∂
sYd is sent by f
nd into the stable border
of the vertical strip cl(Ye \ Ys+) if k = 1 or cl(Ye \ Ys−) if k > 1. By remark 2.15, d is a piece
if the cone condition is satisfied. To prove this, we note that Yd is disjoint from [ηj , ηj ] × R, and
the same holds for every f i(Yd) for every i < nd. Hence by Lemma 2.17, f
nd |Yd satisfies the cone
condition.
By Proposition 2.18, for any k′ ≥ k ≥ 1, for any (di)1≤i≤k ∈ {s−, s+}k and (di)k+1≤i≤k′ ∈
(Aj \ {s−, s+})k′−k the piece d := d1 ? · · · ? dk ? dk+1 ? · · · ? dk′ is well defined.
Proposition 4.6. — For every j ≥ 1, there exist Kˆj, bj and δj > 0 , so that for every Cd,r-δ-
He´non-like family (fp)Ij×J of multiplicity m ≥ 1 and with J ⊂ [−bj , bj ], the following properties
hold true.
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(1) for every d ∈ Aj, the bound Br(d) is at most Kˆj. Also when j is large, uniformly among
z ∈ Y(cj−cj+1) ∪ Y(cj−cj+1) and p ∈ Ij × J , it holds that log(ηj‖∂xf3+2jp (z)‖) is bounded and
the distance from z to {0} × R is of the order of ηj,
Let k′ ≥ k ≥ 1, w ∈ {w−,w+,w=}, (di)1≤i≤k ∈ {s−, s+}k and (di)k+1≤i≤k′ ∈ (Aj \
{s−, s+})k′−k, and put d′ := d1 ? · · · ? dk ? dk+1 ? · · · ? dk′.
(2) Any piece d ∈ {d′,w ? d′} satisfies that Bd,r0 (d), Bd,r1 (d) and B¯dm(d) are ≤ Kˆj.
Proof. — As we saw in the previous proof, for every d ∈ Aj and k ≤ nd, fk(Yd) is included in
Hηj = YD \ (−ηj , ηj) × R. As δj ≤ ηj/2 and bj is small enough, Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 2.26
imply (1) and (2).
Let (fa bm)I0×J be a δ-Cd,r-He´non-like family with δ small and put bˆ = maxJ |b| small. Let
−α2(fa bm) be the unique intersection point of the line {y = 0} with the left hand side component
L−α2 of ∂sYw= . By hyperbolic continuation, the map (a, b) 7→ −α2(fa bm) is of class Cd. As for
every b, the one-parameter family (fa bm)a∈I is O(bˆm + δ)-Cd,r-close to ((x, y) 7→ (x2 + a, x))a, by
Proposition 4.1 it holds:
Fact 4.7. — The map a ∈ I0 7→ −α2(fa bm) is O(bˆm + δ)-Cd-close to a ∈ I0 7→ −α2(a) and its
derivative is close to be in [1/3, 1/2].
Here is a consequence of Propositions 2.32 and 4.6.
Corollary 4.8. — Let d ≤ r−2. When δ is small and bˆ = maxJ |b| is small, for every k large, with
(Aa b, Ba b)I×J the affine-like representation of ck, it holds (Aa b)I×J is O(|∂xA(0)|+ bˆm)−Cd,r-close
to the family of constant mappings ((x, y) 7→ −α2(fa bm))I×J .
For every j ≥ 1, if furthermore I ⊂ Ij, δ ≤ δj, and k is large in function of j, then for every
d ∈ Aj, the implicit representation (A′a b, B′a b)I×J of ck?d satisfies that (A′a b)I×J is O(Kˆj ·|∂xA(0)|+
bˆm)− Cd,r-close to the family of constant mappings ((x, y) 7→ −α2(fa bm))I×J .
Proof. — The second statement follows from the first by Propositions 2.32 and 4.6.(1).
To show the first statement, we first recall that by Lemma 2.31, the families (∂xAa b)I×J is
Cd,r−1-O(|∂xA(0)|)-Cd,r−2-small, and by Proposition 2.36, (∂yAa b)I×J is Cd,r−1-O(bˆm)-Cd,r−1-
small. Hence (Aa b)I×J is O(|∂xA(0)| + |bˆm|) − Cd,r−1-close to a family of constant mappings
(since d ≤ r − 2). We conclude the proof of the first statement by noting that (−α2(fa bm), 0)
belongs to the range of Aa b.
4.2. Examples of He´non-like renormalizations useful for the proof of Theorem B. —
Let d ≤ r − 3 and m ≥ 1. In §4.1.2 and Proposition 4.4, we defined I0, b0 > 0, δ0 > 0 and Kˆ0. We
recall that given a δ-Cd,r-He´non-like family (fp)I×J , with I ⊂ I0, δ < δ0 and bˆ := maxJ |b| ≤ b0,
for every k ≥ 1, the piece ck := w= ? s+ ? s?(k−1)− is well defined.
We will continue to denote gp(x, y) := x
2 + a− bmy + ζp(x, bmy) the first coordinate of fp, with
p = (a, b) and m ≥ 1 the multiplicity of (fp)p. As d ≤ r − 3, a coordinate change enables us to
assume that ∂xζp(0) = 0 for every p.
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If furthermore, for j ≥ 0, it holds I ⊂ Ij , δ < δj and bˆ := maxJ |b| ≤ bj , with Ij , δj , bˆj defined in
Proposition 4.6, then we define ck j by:
ck j := ck? (cj−cj+1)? (c0−c1) if bm < 0 and ck j := ck? (cj−cj+1)? (c0−c1) if bm > 0.
In the proof of Theorem B we will do two simultaneous renormalizations. Both are obtained
thanks to Theorem C, one of them will be done via the piece ck and the other thanks to the piece
ck j for some j ≥ 1. Let us explain these two renormalizations in the two following examples.
Example 4.9. — For all 0 < bˆ < b0 and δ < δ0 sufficiently small, for all δ¯, R > 0 and m ≥ 1,
for every k sufficiently large, the renormalization given by Theorem C can be applied to any δ-Cd,r-
He´non-like (fp)I0×J of multiplicity m with J ⊂ [−bˆ, bˆ] to the piece ck.
The renormalization is a δ¯ − Cd,r-He´non-like family (R−fp−)p− which is defined on [−R,R] ×
[−R/bM− , R/bM− ] whenever |a−| ≤ R, with M = m(nck + 1) and p− = (a−, b−) depending on
p = (a, b). Also p 7→ b−/b is Cd −O(δ)-close to 1.
Proof. — By Proposition 4.4.(2), the affine-like representation (Ap, Bp)p of ck displays distortion
bounds Bd,r0 , Bd,r1 and Bdm at most Kˆ0, for every k.
To apply Theorem C, we shall verify conditions (i)− (ii)− (iii). The first condition is obviously
satisfied. To check the two other conditions, we consider the following map:
ψp(x, c) 7→ gp(c+ x,Bp(c+ x, c))−Ap(c, c+ x) .
We compute:
∂xψp(0, c) = 2c− bm∂xBp(c, c) + ∂xζp(c, bmBp(c, c)) + ∂yζp(c, bmBp(c, c))bm∂xBp(c, c)− ∂yAp(c, c) .
We recall that Proposition 2.36 implies that ∂yAp is dominated by b
m. As ‖ζp‖Cd,r ≤ δ, ∂c∂xψp(0, c)
is close to c 7→ 2c. Furthermore, using that ∂xζp(0) = 0 for every p, it comes:
∂xζp(c, b
mBp(c, c)) = c
∫ 1
0
∂2xζp(t · c, 0)dt+ bmBp(c, c)
∫ 1
0
∂y∂xζp(c, t · bmBp(c, c))dt .
Then the implicit function Theorem implies:
Fact 4.10. — For every p there exists a unique c(p) so that ∂xψp(0, c(p)) = 0. Moreover, there
exists K¯0 > 0 independent of k large so that the function p 7→ c(p) is of class Cd and of norm at
most K¯0|bˆ|m.
Put σk p := ∂xAp(c, c)(p) and λk p := ∂yBp(c, c)(p). For δ and bˆ sufficiently small, for any
k sufficiently large, Corollary 4.8 sates that p 7→ Ap(c(p), c(p)) is Cd-close p 7→ −α2(fp) whose
derivative w.r.t. a is close to be in [1/3, 1/2] by Fact 4.7. As (Ap, Bp)p is C
d,r-bounded, this
implies:
Fact 4.11. — The map p 7→ µp := gp(c(p), Bp(c(p), c(p)))− Ap(c(p), c(p)) is O(δbˆm)-Cd-close to
p 7→ a− bmBp(0)−Ap(0) + ζp(0). The derivative w.r.t. a is close to be in [1/2, 2/3].
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Thus the implicit function theorem implies the existence of a Cd-function b ∈ J 7→ a(b) ∈ I0 so
that for every b ∈ J , at p = (a(b), b) it holds µp = 0.
A direct computation shows that condition (ii) is satisfied with p 7→ qp O(bˆm + δ)-close to
1 and (rp)p O(bˆ
m + δ)-Cd,r-small. Thus the tangency is quadratic as asked in (iii). Also with
z0(p) := (Ap(c, c), c)(p), the function p 7→ f ip(z0(p)) are uniformly Cd-bounded among 0 ≤ i ≤ nck
by Lemma 2.29, and (z 7→ b−mdetDzfp)p=(a,b) is Cd,r-O(δ)-close to (z 7→ b)p=(a,b). This implies
that p 7→ b−/b := 1b M
√
detDz0(p)f
nck+1
p is Cd-close to 1. Together with Fact 4.11, this implies
that Condition (iii) is satisfied. Put a− := µp/σ2k p.We notice that p− 7→ p has Cd-norm close to
1. As (σk p)p is small when k is large, we can apply Theorem C which implies the existence of a
renormalization chart φ−p and a renormalized dynamics (R−fp−)p− of multiplicity M = m(nck +1),
with p− = (a−, b−).
Let us show that for any R > 0, for every k ≥ 1 large enough, the renormalized mapping R−fp−
is well defined on [−R,R] × [−R/bM− , R/bM− ] for every b ∈ J and a− ∈ [−R,R]. To this end, it
suffices to show that Bp := φp(∆p), with ∆p := [−R,R] × [−R/bM− , R/bM− ]), is sent by fp into Yck
for every p such that a− ∈ [−R,R] and b ∈ J . Indeed, the set Bp is a tame box containing z1(p)
and with width 2σk pR and height 2σk pλk pR/b
M− = 2σ2k pR/detDz1(p)fp by Fact 2.24. Then φp(∆p)
is sent by fp into z0(p) + [−Kσ2k pR,Kσ2k pR] × [−σk pR, σk pR] for a universal constant K. As the
y-coordinate c(p) of z0(p) is close to 0, it holds fp ◦ φp(∆p) ⊂ R× [−3, 3]. Also by the B0,r1 -bounds
ck, the distance from z0(p) to ∂
sYck is of the order of σk p, and so fp ◦ φp(∆p) ⊂ Yck .
Put Hp : x 7→ Bp(c(p) + x, c(p)). By definition 1.11, we have:
Fact 4.12. — When 2+δ¯ < a− < 1/2−δ¯, the canonical renormalization domain D−p is bounded by
two segments of GraphHp ± (0, σ2k p/(8detDz1(p)fp)) and two segments of a curve close to {(x, y) :
(x− c(p))2 + detDz1(p)fp · (y −Hp(x− c(p))) = σ2k pβp} for a certain βp ∈ (1/2, 2).
The following is shown similarly:
Example 4.13. — For every j ≥ 0, For 0 < bˆ < bj and δ < δj sufficiently small, for all δ¯, R > 0
and m ≥ 1, for every k sufficiently large, the renormalization given by Theorem C can be applied
to any δ-Cd,r-He´non-like (fp)Ij×J of multiplicity m with J ⊂ [−bˆ, bˆ] to the piece ck j.
The renormalization is δ¯ − Cd,r-He´non-like family (R+fp+)p+ which is defined on [−R,R] ×
[−R/bM ′+ , R/bM
′
+ ] whenever |a+| ≤ R, with M ′ := m(nck j + 1) and p+ = (a+, b+). Also p 7→ b+/b
is Cd −O(δ)-close to 1.
Proof. — By Proposition 4.6.(2), the affine-like representation (A′p, B′p)p of ck j displays distortion
bounds Bd,r0 , Bd,r1 and Bdm at most Kˆj , for every j. Beside this, the proof is exactly the same as
before. Let us just recall the main facts for these settings. As before it holds:
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Fact 4.14. — For every p, there exists a unique c′(p) so that ∂xgp(x,B′p(x, c′(p)) = ∂xA′p(c′(p), x)
at x = c′(p). Moreover, there exists K¯j > 0 so that the function p 7→ c′(p) is of class Cd and of
norm at most K¯j |bˆ|m.
Also by Corollary 4.8 and Fact 4.7, the map p 7→ A′p(c′, c′)(p) is Cd-close to p 7→ α2(fp) and its
derivative is close to be in [1/3, 1/2]. This gives:
Fact 4.15. — The map p 7→ µ′p := ga b(z′1(p)) − A′p(c′(p), c′(p)) is O(Kjδbˆm)-Cd-close to p 7→
a− bmB′p(0) +A′p(0). The derivative w.r.t. a is close to be in [1/2, 2/3].
Thus the implicit function theorem implies the existence of a Cd-function b ∈ J 7→ a′(b) ∈ I1 so
that for every b ∈ J , at p = (a′(b), b) it holds µ′p = 0. Then Theorem C implies the existence of a
renormalization chart φ+p and a renormalized dynamics (R+fp+)p+ of multiplicity M ′ = m(nck j+1),
with p+ = (a+, b+). The same proof as in the previous example shows that for every j ≥ 1 and then
k large enough, the renormalized mapping R+fp+ is well defined on [−R,R]× [−R/b′M+ , R/b′M+ ] for
every b ∈ J and a+ ∈ [−R,R].
Remark 4.16. — The canonical adaptation of Fact 4.12 to this renormalization holds true.
Figure 6. The figure on the left hand side depicts the setting for the multi-renormalization
done to prove Theorem A. The figure on the right hand side depicts the setting for the two
renormalizations done for the proof of Theorem A.
4.3. Proof of Theorem A (stated in §1.4). — Let 0 ≤ d ≤ r−3 and let (fp)I×J be a L-wide,
δ-Cd,r He´non-like family of multiplicity 1. Assume that δ < δ1 and bˆ := maxJ |b| < b1, where b1
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and δ1 were defined in Proposition 4.6. We are going to prove Theorem A by applying Theorem D
§3.2 with N = 2 and the two following pieces for a certain k ≥ 0 large:
d := ck = w= ? s+ ? s
?(k−1)
− and
{
d′ := ck ? s− ? (c0 − c1) if b > 0 ,
d′ := ck ? s+ ? (c0 − c1) if b < 0 .
Indeed, by Proposition 2.18 and Fact 4.5, these pieces persist for every p ∈ I1× J and every k ≥ 0.
Assumption (i) of Theorem D is obviously satisfied. Let us show Assumptions (ii) and (iii).
Let (Ap, Bp) and (A
′
p, B
′
p) be the affine-like representations of respectively d and d
′. By Propo-
sition 4.6.(2), their distortion bounds Bd,r0 , Bd,r1 , Bd1 are at most K1 for every k ≥ 0. Let gp and ζp
be such that fp(x, y) = (gp(x, y), x) and gp(x, y) = x
2 + a− by + ζp(x, by). Put:{
∆p(x, y, c) := gp(c+ x,Bp(c+ x, c) + y)−A′p(c, c+ x)
∆′p(x, y, c) := gp(c+ x,B′p(c+ x, c) + y)−Ap(c, c+ x)
With exactly the same proof as for Fact 4.10, we show:
Fact 4.17. — If δ and bˆ are sufficiently small, for every p ∈ I1×J , there exist unique real numbers
op and o
′
p such that ∂x∆p(0, op) = 0 = ∂x∆
′
p(0, o
′
p).
We recall that (op, Bp(op, op)) ∈ Y d is included in Y s− ⊂ Y w− for every k ≥ 2, whereas,
(o′p, B′p(o′p, o′p)) ∈ Y d
′
is included in Y w= ⊂ Y w+ . By Proposition 4.4.(1), the vertical distance
between Y d and Y d
′
is of the order of 1. Consequently:
Fact 4.18. — For every p ∈ I1 × J , the value B′p(o′p, o′p) − B(op, op) is of the order of 1 and
positive.
Lemma 4.19. — Up to a coordinate change we can assume that o′p = op = 0 for every p.
Proof. — First by a coordinate change we can (temporary) assume that ∂xζp(0) = 0. Then with
exactly the same proof as for Fact 4.10, we obtain that (op/b)p and (o
′
p/b)p are C
d-bounded.
Thus (fp(o
′
p, B
′
p(o
′
p, o
′
p))−fp(op, Bp(op, op)))/b = (O(b)+B′p(o′p, o′p)−B(op, op), O(1)). Hence, there
exist a universal constant K > 0 and a Cd-family of functions pip with C
d,r-norm bounded by K
satisfying the following properties. The differential ∂ypip is at least 1/K and pip◦fp(op, Bp(op, op)) =
pip ◦ fp(o′p, B′p(o′p, o′p)) = 0. We note that for b small enough, ψp := (pip ◦ fp, pip) is a diffeomorphism
with Jacobean discriminant lower bounded by a positive function of K. Therefore, the ψp ◦fp ◦ψ−1p
have the requested property and form a O(δ)-Cr-He´non-like family.
We note that Hypothesis (iii) of Theorem D is satisfied with quadratic terms qp, q
′
p and so
functions rp and r
′
p satisfying:
(qp − 1)dx⊗2 +D2rp(x, y) = D2(bBp(x, 0) + ζp(x, bBp(x, 0) + by)−A′p(0, x))
(q′p − 1)dx⊗2 +D2r′p(x, y) = D2(bB′p(x, 0) + ζp(x, bB′p(x, 0) + by)−Ap(0, x))
As (Ap, Bp)p and (A
′
p, B
′
p)p are C
d,r-bounded by K1 and as ∂yAp and ∂yA
′
p are bounded by bˆ by
Proposition 2.36, it comes that (rp)p and (r
′
p)p are O(bˆ+ δ)− Cd,r-small.
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Also we notice that ((qp−1)/b, (q′p−1)/b)p are O(Kjδ)-small. Thus, in the proof of Lemma 4.19,
by choosing a neat pip (one can vary the derivative of pip nearby fp(0, Bp(0)) and fp(0, B
′
p(0))), we
can indeed assume that qp = q
′
p = 1 for every p.
Let us show Assumption (ii) which states the existence of a parameter p0 ∈ I1 × J so that with
µp := ∆p(0) and µ
′
p := ∆
′
p(0) (in the new coordinates), it holds µp0 = 0 = µ
′
p0 . In order to do so,
we shall find a neat value of k and we will assume bˆ small in function of the wideness L. Note that:
µp := a− bBp(0) + ζp(0, bBp(0))−A′p(0) and µ′p := a− bB′p(0) + ζp(0, bB′p(0))−Ap(0) .
By exactly the same proof as for Fact 4.11, we show that when k is large and δ, bˆ are small, the
derivative ∂aµp is close to be in [1/2, 2/3]. Hence we have:
Fact 4.20. — For every b ∈ J , there exists a unique a(b) ∈ I0 so that µp(b) = 0 with p(b) =
(a(b), b). Also b 7→ p(b) is Cd-bounded independently of bˆ small and k large.
Also (ζp(0, bB
′
p(0))− ζp(0, bBp(0)))p is O(δbˆ)− Cd,r-small. Thus:
(12) µ′p − µp = −b(B′p(0)−Bp(0))− (Ap(0)−A′p(0)) +O(δbˆ) .
We recall that (Ap, Bp) is the affine-like representation of d = ck, and we have the freedom to chose
k large and bˆ small independently. In view of Fact 4.18, we shall define k so that the distance
Ap(0) − A′p(0) is of the order of −bˆ/
√
L for every b ∈ J . To this end, we introduce the notations
σk p := ∂xAp(0) and σˆk := maxb∈J |σk p(b)|, and we define k as follows:
(13) k := k(bˆ) := max{i : σˆi ≤ bˆ/
√
L} .
We notice that k is large when bˆ is small. Also remark that (σk+1 p/σk p) is in [1/‖Df2‖, ‖Df2‖] ⊂
[1/16, 16]. Also by the bound Bd1 on d = ck, |∂b log σk p(b)| ≤ K1nck and since the length of J is Lbˆ,
it comes:
max
b∈J
| log |σk p(b)
√
L/bˆ|| ≤ log 16 +K1nck |bˆ|L
By (13), the integer nck is dominated by − log(bˆ/
√
L), thus we can assume bˆ small in function of L
so that L|bˆ| log |bˆ/√L| is small. Then it comes:
Fact 4.21. — The value maxb∈J | log |σk p(b)
√
L/bˆ|| ≤ log 17.
We recall that for p ∈ {p(b) : b ∈ J}, the point (Ap(0), 0) is send by fnckp to (0, Bp(0)), whereas
by definition of d′, the point (A′p(0), 0) is send by f
nck
p into Ys± where ± is the sign of −b. We infer
that the distance from Ys± to {0} ×R is of order of 1, and we use the distortion bound B0,r1 on Ap
to obtain that (Ap(0)−A′p(0)) is of the order of σk p. Since Qnck |Rck is orientation preserving, the
sign ± of −b is the same as the one of (Ap(0)−A′p(0)). Moreover by Fact 4.21, Ap(0)−A′p(0) is of
the order of bˆ/
√
L.
As by Fact 4.18, −b(Bp(0) − B′p(0)) is of the order of b and of the sign of −b, for L sufficiently
large (and then bˆ small enough), there exists b0 ∈ [bˆL−2/3, bˆL−1/3] so that with p0 = (a0(b0), b0), it
holds µp0 = µ
′
p0 . As µp0 = 0, Assumption (iii) is proved.
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Hence we can apply Theorem D. Let (a¯0, b¯0) and (a¯1, b¯1) be the two renormalized parameters of
the He´non-like map R0fp and R1fp.
Observe that σk p is of the order of σ
′
k p := ∂xA
′(0). Thus, both are also of the order of γ0 p and
γ1 p (defined in the statement of Thm D §3.2). Consequently, for any R > 0, bˆ small enough (or
equivalently k ≥ 1 large enough), by the same proof as for Example 4.9, the renormalized mappings
R0fp andR1fp are well defined on respectively [−R,R]×[−R/b¯0, R/b¯0] and [−R,R]×[−R/b¯1, R/b¯1]
whenever (a¯0, a¯1) ∈ [−R,R]2. Then the following Lemma implies that we can apply Corollary 3.3
which in turn implies Theorem A.
Lemma 4.22. — For every R > 0, when bˆ is small, the map p 7→ (a¯0, a¯1) is a diffeomorphism from
a small neighborhood of p0 onto [−R,R]2, and its inverse is Cd-close to be constant. Furthermore,
the map p 7→ (b¯0, b¯1) is small.
Proof. — We already saw that the same proof as for Fact 4.11 shows that when δ and bˆ are small
(and so k large), the derivatives ∂aµp and ∂aµ
′
p are close to be in [1/2, 2/3]. Also (Ap(0)−A′p(0))p
is Cd-small by Proposition 2.32. Thus by (12), ∂b(µ
′
p − µp) is equivalent to Bp(0)−B′p(0) which is
of the order of 1. This implies the first statement of the lemma since µp = γ
2
0 p · a¯0 and µ′p = γ21 p · a¯1,
and (γ0 p, γ1 p)p is small when k is large.
By symmetry, we only show that b¯0 is small. We recall that b¯0 = (σ0 p/σ1 p)detDf−ndp (z0(p))
fnd+1p ,
with z0 = (0, Bp(0)). Again by Proposition 2.32, p 7→ σ0 p/σ1 p is Cd-bounded. On the other hand,
we recall that detDfp is O(b(1 + δ)|)-Cd-close to be constant. Also by the same argument as for
example 4.9, (f jp (z0(p)))1≤j≤nd′+1 is C
d-bounded. Thus detD
f
−nd
p (z0(p))
fnd+1p is C
d-small.
4.4. Proof of Theorem B (stated in §1.6). — Let j ≥ 1 be large. Let (fp)I×J be a L-wide,
δ-Cd,r He´non-like family of multiplicity m, with δ and bˆ := maxJ |b| sufficiently small so that
Examples 4.9 and 4.13 apply for every k. We recall that in these examples, the renormalization is
applied with the pieces ck := w=?s+?s
?(k−1)
− and ck j := ck?dj , where dj := (cj−cj+1)? (c0−c1)
if bm < 0 and dj := (cj − cj+1) ? (c0 − c1) if bm > 0.
We recall that (Ap, Bp) and (A
′
p, B
′
p) denote the affine-like representations of ck and ck j . The
proofs of Examples 4.9 and 4.13 define Cd families of points (cp)p and (c
′
p)p, horizontal contractions
σk p := Ap(cp, cp) and σk j p := A
′
p(c
′
p, c
′
p) and parameter curves denoted by {p(b) = (a(b), b) : b ∈ J}
and {p′(b) = (a′(b), b) : b ∈ J} respectively.
We want to find a neat value of k so that the two later parameter curves intersect each other at
a unique point. The renormalizations associated to ck and ck j will be those claimed in statement
of Theorem B, for p nearby p0.
We remark that for bˆ, δ sufficiently small and k > j + 2, the parameter a(b) ∈ Ik−2 b Ij (these
intervals are defined in definition §4.1.1), and so the piece dj persists for every p ∈ {p(b) = (a(b), b) :
b ∈ J}.
We are going to define k in function of bˆ as we did in the proof of Theorem A. To this end we
put σˆk := maxb∈J |σk p(b)| and k := k(bˆ) := max{i : σˆi ≤ bˆm/ηj} , with ηj defined in §4.1.1. By
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proceeding as in the proof of 4.21 (and using this time the bound Bd,rm on ck), we can assume bˆ
small in function of L so that:
Fact 4.23. — It holds maxb∈J | log |σk p(b)ηj/bˆm|| ≤ log 17 and so k is large when bˆ is small.
We recall that by Examples 4.9 and 4.13, the renormalizations R−fp− and R+fp+ obtained
from the pieces ck and ck j form δ¯-C
d,r-families with b¯ small when k is large. This proves the first
conclusion of Theorem B.
4.4.1. Proof conclusions (2-3) of Theorem B. — Let us prove:
Proposition 4.24. — For every m ≥ 1, for every j large, for every δ small enough in function of
j and every bˆ small enough in function of j and δ, the following property holds true for any (fp)I×J
L-wide, δ-Cd,r He´non-like family with multiplicity m, bˆ = maxJ |b| and L ≥ η−2j .
There exists a unique b0 ∈ [bˆη1/(2m)j , bˆη3/(2m)j ] so that a(b0) = a′(b0).
Proof. — We go back to the notations used in Examples 4.9 and 4.13. By the same proof as for
Lemma 4.19 (where b is replaced by bm), we can assume that cp = 0 and c
′
p = 0 for every p. Then
for any b ∈ J , the parameters p(b) := (a(b), b) and p′(b) := (a′(b), b) are implicitly defined by:
a = a(b)⇔ µa b = 0 and a = a′(b)⇔ µ′a b = 0 .
with µp := a−bmBp(0)+ζp(0, bmBp(0))−Ap(0) and µ′p := a−bmB′p(0)+ζp(0, bmB′p(0))−A′p(0) .
Note that (0, Bp(0)) ∈ Y ck ⊂ Y w− for every k ≥ 1, whereas (0, B′p(0)) ∈ Y c
′
k j ⊂ Y w= . By
Proposition 4.4.(1), the vertical distance between Y ck and Y ck j is of the order of 1. Consequently:
Fact 4.25. — For every p ∈ I1 × J , the value B′p(0)−B(0) is of the order of 1 and positive.
Also by Proposition 4.6.(2), ‖(Ap, Bp, A′p, B′p)‖Cd,r is bounded by Kˆj (which is independent of k
and bˆ). Moreover, (ζp)p is δ-C
d,r-small. Consequently for the Cd-topology:
(14) (p 7→ µp − µ′p) = (p 7→ −bm(Bp(0)−B′p(0))− (Ap(0)−A′p(0))) +O(δKˆj bˆm) .
By Proposition 2.32, the function p 7→ (Ap(0)−A′p(0)) has a Cd-norm bounded by σˆkKˆj  Kˆj bˆm/ηj
which is small compared to bˆm−1. Using the bound ‖p 7→ Bp(0)−B′p(0)‖Cd ≤ Kˆj , it comes:
Fact 4.26. — The function b 7→ ∂b(µp(b) − µ′p(b)) + mbm−1(Bp(b)(0) − B′p(b)(0)) is O(Kˆj bˆm/ηj)-
Cd−1-small.
Thus by Facts 4.26 and 4.25, the derivative of b 7→ µp(b)−µ′p(b) does not vanish, and so the curves
{(a(b), b) : b ∈ J} and {(a′(b), b) : b ∈ J} are transverse, with at most one intersection point.
It remains only to show the existence of an intersection point. We recall that the point (Ap(0), 0)
is sent by fnck to (0, Bp(0)), whereas by definition of ck j , the point (A
′
p(0), 0) is sent by f
nck into
Ydj . By Proposition 4.6.(1), the distance from any point in Ydj to {0} × R is of the order of ηj .
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Thus by the bound Bd,r1 of ck, the value Ap(0) − A′p(0) is of the order of ηjσk p. Also the sign of
Ap(0)−A′p(0) is the same as the one of −bm since Qnck |Rck is orientation preserving.
We infer Fact 4.25 which states that bm(Bp(0)− B′p(0)) is of the order of bm and of the sign of
−bm, to conclude the existence of b0 so that bm0  bˆmηj ∈ [bˆmη1/2j , bˆη3/2j ] so that µp(b0) = µ′p(b0).
Theorem C gives an explicit definition of the renormalized parameters (a+, b+) = P
+(p) =
(
µ′p
σk j p
, M
′
√
detD(A′p(0),0)f
nck j+1) and (a−, b−) = P−(p) = (
µp
σk p
, M
√
detD(Ap(0),0)f
nck+1), with M ′ :=
m+mnck j and M := m+mnck .
Let D be a small neighborhood of {p = (a, b0) : |a+(p)| ≤ 3}.
By definition of D, conclusion (2) of Theorem B is satisfied. We recall that σk j p  ηjσk p is small
compared to σk p by Proposition 4.6.(1). Thus for every p = (a, b0) ∈ D, the value |a−(p)| is
bounded by |a−(p0)|+3|∂a+a−| ≤ 4 maxσ2k j p/σ2k p which is small. Thus Conclusion (3) of Theorem
B is satisfied.
4.4.2. Proof of Conclusion (4) of Theorem B. — We continue in the settings of the latter subsec-
tion. Moreover, we fix a parameter p ∈ D such that a+(p) ∈ [−2 + 2δ∗, 1/4 − 2δ∗]. In particular,
the He´non-like map R+fp sends YD into itself. We are going to show that the maximal invariant of
the complement of the renormalization domain of Rf+p and R−fp is uniformly hyperbolic. Then a
classical argument implies conclusion (4) of Theorem A.
As we will not vary the parameter p anymore, we shall not display it in the indexes. We recall
that (A,B) is the affine-like representation of ck and (A
′, B′) is the affine-like representation of ck j .
By Proposition 4.6.(1), it holds σkηj  σk j . This enables us to summary as follows the setting
of the constants in the previous subsection:
(15) δ∗, δ  ηj  σk  bm  σkηj  σk j .
Let K be the set of points which are not attracted by ∞. We recall that |a− a2| is of the order
of σk which is large compared to b
m. Thus by Corollary 2.8, Lebesgue a.e. point in K eventually
lands in Y w− ∪ Y w= . Let K′ be K ∩ ((Y w− \ D−) ∪ (Y w= \ D+)) where D− and D+ denote the
renormalization domain of R−fp and R+fp.
Fact 4.27. — There exists e > 0, so that for every (x, y) ∈ K′ ∩ Y w−, it holds |x| > σk(1 + e)/2
and for every (x, y) ∈ K′ ∩ Y w=, it holds x > σk j(1 + e)/2.
Proof. — We recall that by Fact 4.12, the renormalization domain of D− is vertically bounded
by two translations of GraphB(·, 0) by σ2k/4detDf  bm. By Proposition 4.4, Y w− is included
in GraphB(·, 0) + {0} × [−Kˆ0 · |b|m, Kˆ0 · |b|m]. The renormalization chart sends Y w− \ D− at
the complement of the stable manifold of the fixed point β for the normalized dynamics. As
a− ≤ 1/4− δ∗, the x-coordinate of the fixed β point is ≥ 1/2 + e for a certain e > 0 depending only
on δ∗. This proves that for every (x, y) ∈ Y w− \D− it holds |x| ≥ σk(1+e)/2. We deduce the second
assertion similarly by using that Y w= is included in GraphB′(·, 0) + {0} × [−Kˆ0 · |b|2m, Kˆ0 · |b|2m]
and |b|2m is small compared to σ2k j/detDf .
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We remark that K′ is covered by K1 ∪ K2 ∪ K3 with:
K1 := ∪a∈AjYa , K2 = f−1(Ycj \ Yck)
⋃
(Y w= ∩ f−1(Ycj \ Yck j )) ,
K3 = (Y w− ∩ f−1(Yck) \D−) unionsq (Y w= ∩ f−1(Yck j ) \D+) .
This covering induces a dynamics T = f τ for the following return times τ :
τ : K′ 7→
 τ(z) = na if z ∈ K1 ∩ Ya, a ∈ Aj ,τ(z) = 1 + ncq if z ∈ K2 and q ≤ k is maximal s.t. z ∈ f−1(Ycq) ,
τ(z) = 1 + nc if z ∈ K3 ∩ f−1(Yc), c ∈ {ck, ck j} with nc maximal.
We consider the following cone field:
C ′h := z ∈ Y w− unionsq Y w= 7→
{
Cck(z) := {u · (1, ∂xB(x, 0)) + (0, v) : |v| < η2j |u|} if z ∈ Y w−
Cck j (z) := {u · (1, ∂xB′(x, 0)) + (0, v) : |v| < η2j |u|} if z ∈ Y w=
We are going to show that every vector in C ′h is uniformly expanded by T . This will imply that
K = ∩n∈ZTn(K′) is a uniformly horseshoe, and so this will achieve the proof of Theorem A (the
stable set of a uniformly hyperbolic horseshoe of a C2-map has Lebesgue measure equal to zero).
The hyperbolicity of K is the consequence of the three following propositions shown below:
Proposition 4.28. — There exists β > 0 such that for every z ∈ K3, for every vector w0 ∈ C ′h(z):
— the vector w1 := DzT (w0) belongs to C
′
h(T (z)) and satisfies ‖w1‖ ≥ (1 + β)‖w0‖.
— if T (z) /∈ K3, then ‖w1‖ ≥ ‖w0‖/ηj.
Proposition 4.29. — There exists K independent of j such that for every z ∈ K2, for every vector
w0 ∈ C ′h(z), the vector w1 := DzT (w0) belongs to C ′h(T (z)) and satisfies ‖w1‖ ≥ ‖w0‖/(Kηj).
Proposition 4.30. — There exist constants C > 0 and κ < 1 independent of j so that for every
z ∈ K1 ∩ T−1(K1) · · · ∩ T−q(K1), for every vector w0 ∈ C ′h(z), the vector w1 := DzT q(w0) belongs
to C ′h(T (z)) and satisfies ‖w1‖ ≥ Cκ−N‖w0‖, with N := τ(z) + · · ·+ τ(T q−1(z)).
Indeed, the maximal invariant of K1 is uniformly hyperbolic, and the first return times of T in
K2 ∪ K3 is uniformly hyperbolic.
Proof of Proposition 4.30. — We recall that we defined in §2.3, the cone Ch := {(u, v) ∈ R2 : |v| ≤
ch|u|}, and in §4.1.2 we fixed ch := 1/ηj .
Fact 4.31. — For every z ∈ Y w− ∪ Y w+, the cone C ′h(z) is included in Ch. Also, for every
z ∈ Yw− ∪ Yw+, it holds Dzf(Ch) ⊂ C ′h.
Proof. — Let (A′′, B′′) be the affine-like representation of w− (resp. w+). By Proposition 2.36,
∂yB
′′ is O(bm)-small. Thus by Proposition 2.32.(2), B is O(bm)-Cd-close (resp. B′ is O(Kjbm)-
Cd-close) to B′′. As B′′ is bounded, ∂xB and ∂xB′ are bounded independently of j. Thus C ′h is
included in Ch because the angle ch = 1/ηj is large. Also for z ∈ Yw− (resp. ∈ Yw+), Dzf(Ch) is
O(bm/ηj)-close to (1, ∂xB
′′), and so to (1, ∂xB) (resp. (1, ∂xB′)). As bm is small compare to the
angle η2j of C
′
h, it comes Dzf(Ch) ⊂ C ′h.
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We recall that for every d ∈ Aj , for every z ∈ Yd is send by fnd−1(z) into Yw+ unionsq Yw− . Also for
every q < nd, the point f
q(z) is ηj-distant to {0} × R and so Dzfnd−1(Ch) is included in Ch by
Lemma 2.17. Thus the latter fact gives:
Fact 4.32. — For every d ∈ Aj, for every z ∈ Yd, DzT = Dzfnd sends C ′h into C ′h.
Then the Proposition is an immediate consequence of inequality (11) of Lemma 4.2, whenever bˆ
sufficiently small compared to ηj .
Proof of Proposition 4.28. — We use the notations of the proof of Theorem C, where H, V , σ, r
were defined. In particular, we continue to assume that c = 0, q = 1. Put z = (x, y + H(x)). By
Fact 4.27, |x| ≥ |σ| · (1 + e)/2, for some e > 0. We recall that w0 ∈ C ′h(z) and w1 := Dzfnc+1(w0).
Put w0 =: (1, DH(x))u0 + (0, v0) and w1 =: (1, DH(x))u1 + (0, v1). Note that |v0| ≤ η2j |u0|. By
Equation (6) of the proof Theorem C, it holds:
∂xA˘ · u1 + ∂yA˘ · u0 = 2x · u0 − d · v0 +Dr(u0, d · v0) and ∂xB˘ · u1 + ∂yB˘ · u0 = v1 .
We recall that d ∼ bm and σ(1 + e)/2 ≤ |x| = O(ηj). We infer that σ  η2j bm (see (15)), and so
|(∂yr − 1) · d · v0| ≤ 2|bmη2ju0|  |x| · |u0|. Also |∂xr · u0| = O(|x|2 + |bmy|)) · |u0|, and y is at most
of the order of bm and |x| is large compare to x2 and bmy. Thus |∂xr · u0|  |x| · |u0| and:
(16) |∂xA˘ · u1 + ∂yA˘ · u0| = (2− o(1)) · |x| · |u0|.
By Lemma 2.31, there exists K ′ depending only on the B0,r1 -bound of the piece c such that:
(17) |∂xA˘| ≥ |σ|(1−K ′|x|) , |∂yA˘| ≤ |σ|K ′|x| and |DB˘| ≤ K ′|λ| .
Thus (16) , (17) and |x| ∈ [σ(1 + e)/2, ηj ] give:
(18) |u1| ≥ (2− o(1)) |x||σ| |u0| and |v1| ≤ K|λ|(|u1|+ |u0|) ≤ 2K|λ||u1| .
This implies the first statement of the Proposition since 2K|λ| is smaller than η2j and |u1| ≥
|u0|(1 + e− o(1)) (we take β = e/2). Furthermore, if fnc+1(z) does not belong to f−1(Yc), then x is
of the order of
√|σ|. Then |u1|/|u0| is of the order of 1/√|σ| which is large compared to 1/ηj .
Proof of Proposition 4.29. — The proof is similar to the one of the latter proposition. Again we
will not display the parameter p in the indexes. This time we use the affine-like representation
(Aq, Bq) of the piece cq. Let c = ck if z ∈ Y w− and c = ck j if z ∈ Y w+ . We recall that (A,B)
denotes the affine-like representation of c; it defines H, V and σ.
Similarly to Example 4.9, there exist µq, qq close to 1, dq of the order of b
m, c = O(bm) and a
function rq with rq(0) = Drq = ∂
2
xrq(0) = 0 so that:
g(c+ x,H(c+ x) + y)− Vq(c+ x) = µq + qx2 − dqy + rq(x, dqy) .
We write z = (c + x, y + H(c + x)). It belongs to Y w ∩ f−1(Ycq \ Yc′q) with c′q = cq+1 and
w ∈ {w−,w=} if q < k and with c′q = ck j and w = w= otherwise.
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Lemma 4.33. — There exists K > 0 independent of j and bˆ so that |x| ≥√|σq|/K if q < k and
|x| ≥√ηj |σk|/K if q = k.
Proof. — If q < k, by the bound B0,r1 , the distance between the curve V and Ycq \ Ycq+1 is at least
of the order of σq. If q = k, the distance between the curve V and Yck \ Yck j is at least of the order
of σ = σkηj .
As the renormalization parameters a−, a+ are in [−3, 3], the point (0, H(0)) is sent by f into Yc
and even O(σ2)-close to be tangent to V. Hence g(0, H(0)) is o(σ)-close to V (0). As c = O(bm)
and ∂yV = O(b
m), it comes that g(c,H(c)) is O(b2m) ≤ o(σ)-close to V (c).
Let z¯ := f(z) = (g(x,H(x)+y), x). We have z¯ ∈ Ycq\Yc′q , and so g(c+x,Hq(c+x)+y)−g(c,Hq(c))
is at least of the order of σq ≥ σ if q < k, and at least of the order of σ  σkηj if q = k. In other
words, the value qx2 − dqy + rq(x, dqy) is at least of the order of σq if q < k and σkηj if q = k. If
q < k, then |y| ≤ 3 and dq|y| is dominated by bm = o(σ). If q = k then |y| = O(bm) and dq|y| is
dominated by b2m = o(σ). The three latter sentences imply the Lemma.
We recall that w0 ∈ C ′h(z) and w1 := Dzfncq+1(w0). Put w0 =: u0 · (1, DH(x)) + (0, v0) and
w1 =: u1 · (1, DHq(x)) + (0, v1). By definition of C ′h(z), |v0| ≤ η2j |u0|. In the proof of Fact 4.31,
we saw that the function Bq and B are O(b
m)-close to B′′. Hence, to prove the cone condition it
suffices to show that |v1| ≤ η2j |u1|/2.
Put A˘q = Aq − Vq and B˘q = Bq −Hq. Then it holds:
∂xA˘q · u1 + ∂yA˘q · u0 = 2x · u0 − dq · v0 +Drq(u0, dq · v0) and ∂xB˘q · u1 + ∂yB˘q · u0 = v1 .
Similarly to the proof of (18), we have:
(19) |u1| ≥ (2− o(1)) |x||σq| |u0| and |v1| = O(|λq||u1|) = o(η
2
j |u1|) .
The second inequality implies the cone condition. The first inequality and Lemma 4.33 imply that
the expansion of the vectors in the cone by DT is at least min(|σq|−1/2, |σck |−1/2ηj)/K which is
large because q ≥ j is large and k is large compared to j.
I thanks A. de Carvalho and D. Turaev for important conversations. —
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